Environmental Professionals’ Organization of Connecticut
P.O. Box 176
Amston, Connecticut 06231-0176
Phone: (860) 537-0337, Fax: (860) 603-2075

October 18, 2017
Rob Klee, Commissioner
Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection
79 Elm Street
Hartford, CT 06106-5127
Dear Commissioner Klee:
On behalf of the Environmental Professionals’ Organization of Connecticut (“EPOC”), its Board of
Directors (“the Board”) has prepared this letter to highlight concerns regarding the Department’s
Declaratory Ruling (the “Declaratory Ruling”) of June 27, 2017 to the December 15, 2016 Petition for
Declaratory Ruling (the “Petition”) submitted by Antea USA, Inc. EPOC represents the interests of
Licensed Environmental Professionals (“LEPs”), who are authorized under Section 22a-133v of the
Connecticut General Statutes to supervise and approve the investigation and remediation of
environmentally contaminated sites in Connecticut. Its Board includes nine LEPs with over 250 years of
cumulative professional environmental consulting experience. All the Board’s LEPs have been licensed
since at least 2000, and most have been LEPs since the program’s inception in 1996, shortly after
promulgation of the Remediation Standard Regulations (“RSRs”).
We have no direct interest in any of the Antea sites. The Board is providing these comments as highly
concerned environmental professionals who see significant adverse impacts associated with this
Declaratory Ruling if broadly applied to all regulated sites. The Declaratory Ruling significantly changes
certain interpretations of the regulations as implemented by the CT Department of Energy and
Environmental Protection (“DEEP”) and LEPs since the inception of the program. If applied to all
regulated sites in Connecticut, the new interpretations in the Declaratory Ruling would create significant
additional barriers to remediation and site closure under DEEP remedial programs (e.g., significantly
increased cost and timeframes), and in most cases, would produce no significant additional benefit or
protection of human health and the environment.
Specifically, we are providing commentary on four sections of the Declaratory Ruling:

1

•

The Declaratory Ruling states that background concentrations for each detected constituent are
applicable at all sites absent specific numeric criteria listed in the RSRs or as approved on a sitespecific basis by the Commissioner. This interpretation is inconsistent with the initial intent of the
RSRs and inconsistent with past practice over the past 20 years of applying the RSRs since their
inception.

•

The Declaratory Ruling refers to a list of Additional Polluting Substances (“APS”) that DEEP
published in December 20151, the values of which can be requested for Commissioner approval
using a “quick form” approval process. While this approach can be helpful, there are significant
concerns with some of the 2015 values, including the fact that they have not been vetted by the
scientific community, are overly stringent compared to potential risks to human health and the

“Technical Support Document: Recommended Criteria Values for Common Additional Polluting Substances and
Alternative Criteria Requests”, DEEP December 10, 2015.
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environment, and are significantly more conservative than values for similar constituents derived
and used by nearby states.
•

The Declaratory Ruling indicates that the LEP regulations may impose additional cleanup
obligations at sites where LEPs are involved (other than to comply with the RSRs), broadening
the LEP’s responsibilities and liabilities in ways that lack clarity.

•

The Declaratory Ruling indicates that when multiple analytical methods are used for a particular
analyte, all results must be considered and all results must comply with RSR criteria. This is
contrary to alternatives allowed within the RSRs, does not allow for naturally occurring chemical
changes over time, or provide for professional judgment regarding sampling and analytical
methodology evolution and advancement.

Reinterpretation of the RSRs with respect to Background, APS and ETPH in Groundwater:
Section III. B. (RSRs Overview) states in Paragraph 3 (Page 8) that … “unless the RSRs specify
otherwise, for both soil and groundwater, the RSRs require cleanup to background or to a
criterion, whether the criterion is specified in the RSRs or is approved by the Commissioner
under the provisions of the RSRs. R.C.S.A §§ 22a-133k-2(a) (for soil) and 22a-133k-3(a) (for
groundwater)”. In the same section on Page 10, the Declaratory Ruling states … “For
groundwater while the term “additional polluting substances” is not used, R.C.S.A §§ 22a-133k3(b)(3) and 22a-133k-3(c)(4) allow the Commissioner to approve a surface water protection
criterion and volatilization criterion for a substance for which there is no numeric criteria
specified in the RSRs. These provisions are in the groundwater standards section of the RSRs that
allow the Commissioner to approve an alternative criterion.”
First and foremost, it was not the intent of the RSRs (or of DEEP until recently) to use background
concentrations broadly as remedial standards where numeric criteria do not exist in the RSRs for a certain
substance. Background concentrations have been used as remedial standards pursuant to the RSRs only
in the following two limited cases: (1) where background concentrations in soil or groundwater are higher
than the numeric risk-based criteria for a particular substance; or (2) when background concentrations in
groundwater apply instead of the ground-water protection criteria (“GWPC”) for a select universe of sites
that meet specific criteria (see R.C.S.A. 22a-133k-3(a)(2)).
In fact, the following excerpts from widely-available DEEP documents clearly demonstrate that the RSRs
had not been intended or interpreted to require use of background concentrations broadly as remediation
standards, or alternately to require obtaining DEEP approval for a risk-based criterion for a substance
with no criterion in the RSRs in lieu of meeting background:
•

In DEEP’s “Statement of Reasons in Support of Adoption of 22a-133k-1 through 3 …”, DEEP
reported a public comment received in 1995 that “it would be appropriate to expand the list of
criterion to be as comprehensive as possible …” citing the “risk-based concentration table developed
by Region III of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency which includes data for approximately
600 chemicals”. The DEEP responded to that comment as follows: “The Department believes that
the criteria contained in the proposed regulations consist of the most serious pollutants most routinely
encountered in groundwater and soil remediation projects in Connecticut”, and the DEEP proposed
“No change” to the number of substances to regulate using numerical criteria.
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•

Importantly, as discussed below, the Department did not cite the use of “background concentrations”
as the default criteria for substances detected that were not on the “list” of approximately 88
substances with RSR remediation criteria. Furthermore, DEEP states in this document that the
general use of background concentrations was in lieu of risk-based criteria where background
concentrations were higher (e.g., see Statement of Reasons Pages 17 and 34).

•

Consistent with the above, DEEP stated in its more recently-prepared documentation on how the 1996
risk-based RSRs were developed (“1996 Development of Connecticut’s Risk-Based Remediation
Standards (RSRs)”; posted on DEEP’s website) that:
“… such criteria were established in 1996 using a process that considered risks …, achievable
analytical levels, and policy concerns such as general background concentrations for certain
common substances, and ceiling concentrations to prevent excessive contamination from being
left in place.”
On Page 5, the chart provided by DEEP shows a decision tree for developing final remediation
criteria, which starts with a calculated risk-based criterion but then considers the following:
Ceiling Value; Analytical (detection) Level; and Other Considerations.
On Page 6, under “Other Considerations”, DEEP clearly indicates that “While the goal of the
RSRs was to develop health-protective, risk-based criteria, it was recognized that there are cases
in which other factors other than risk calculations may govern the establishment of a particular
criterion. General Ambient Concentrations – For risk-based values that are below general
background environmental concentrations in Connecticut, the criteria were adjusted up from the
risk-based value to one consistent with estimated Connecticut-based conditions.”

In our collective experience, which involves many dozens of LEP verifications submitted to and accepted
by the DEEP over the past 20 years, LEP verifications have consistently not used background
concentrations in soil and groundwater broadly as remediation standards, nor have they consistently
sought to obtain DEEP approval of risk-based criteria for all substances detected at a site to be used in
lieu of background concentrations in soil and groundwater (especially with regards to groundwater
volatilization criteria (“GWVC”) and surface water protection criteria (“SWPC”) for extractable total
petroleum hydrocarbons (“ETPH”)).
For soils and groundwater, the existing RSRs do not require an LEP to request or obtain approval for
remediation standards for all APS. Rather, the only provisions in the RSRs specific to this issue are
included under the sections addressing direct exposure criteria (“DEC”), pollutant mobility criteria
(“PMC”) and ground-water protection criteria (“GWPC”) wherein the RSRs simply indicate that the
Commissioner of DEEP may (sometimes after consulting with the DPH) approve a DEC, PMC or GWPC
to apply to a substance at a particular release area for a substance not included in the 88 substances that
have remediation criteria listed in the RSR appendices. Formulae are provided in the RSRs for
calculating such risk-based criteria for APS, if one chooses to do so, for direct exposure criteria pursuant
to R.C.S.A §§ 22a-133k-2(b)(5), for pollutant mobility criteria pursuant to R.C.S.A §§ 22a-13k-2(c)(6)
and for ground-water protection criteria pursuant to R.C.S.A. §§ 22a-133k-2(d). However, the RSRs do
not explicitly require requesting and obtaining approval of risk-based criteria for all APS and do not
include any provisions pertaining to APS for SWPC or for GWVC (or for soil-vapor VC “SVVC”).
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Additionally, the RSRs allow the option to derive Alternative Criteria (i.e., alternative criteria to those
default numeric criteria included in the RSR appendices) for soils (see R.C.S.A §§ 22a-133k-2(d)(2),
(d)(3), (d)(5) and (d)(7)) and for groundwater (see R.C.S.A. §§ 22a-133k-3(b)(3) and (c)(4)). The
difference between criteria for APS and Alternative Criteria are clear by the language used and context
provided in the RSRs, and consistent with this, LEPs and DEEP staff have not used the term “Alternative
Criteria” in connection with requiring criteria for APS. This approach is not consistent with the original
intent and implementation of the RSRs over time by LEPs and DEEP staff.
We conclude that the Declaratory Ruling’s opinion that “alternative criteria” are synonymous with APS is
flawed and contrary to the Statement of Reasons and past 20 years of practical application of the RSRs.
The Declaratory Ruling position with respect to petroleum hydrocarbons as measured by the CT
Department of Health ETPH method (or alternatively, for EPH, VPH and/or APH2), for surfacewater protection criterion (SWPC) and groundwater volatilization criterion (GWVC) is
particularly troubling. The Declaratory Ruling requires that the SWPC and GWVC be
considered for ETPH in GB areas.
The RSRs provide direct exposure criteria and pollutant mobility criteria for ETPH3 in soil and GWPC for
ETPH in groundwater (applicable primarily in groundwater class GA4 areas). The RSRs do not include
GWVC or SWPC for ETPH in groundwater (which would be applicable to both GA and GB areas, if
included in the RSRs). It is our understanding that this was the intention of the RSRs, both in recognition
of the compliance options allowed in the RSRs for petroleum impacts to soil and the prevalence, volume
and lower toxicity of petroleum impacts to soil (often beneath existing buildings) at many sites in
Connecticut. The soil remediation standards are markedly different for groundwater class GA and GB
areas, requiring more stringent remediation of petroleum impacted soil for GA areas (e.g., with the GA
PMC applying to a depth of the seasonal low water table in contrast to the GB PMC which apply instead
to the seasonal high-water table). The more stringent requirements for ETPH in soil in GA areas are
consistent with the RSR inclusion of GWPC for ETPH in groundwater in such areas.
However, in contrast, in groundwater class GB areas (which include the majority of our current and
historic manufacturing and Brownfields sites), petroleum impacted soil is, as allowed by the RSRs,
frequently made compliant with the RSRs by maintaining or relocating such soil on site so that it is
“inaccessible soil” and/or “environmentally isolated soil”, as defined in the RSRs, with an environmental
land use restriction (“ELUR”) placed to maintain such soil in those conditions. In GB areas, the
remediation standard that most often triggers active remediation for petroleum impacted soil is the nonaqueous phase liquid (“NAPL”) standard, which requires removal of light NAPL (such as floating oil on
2

ETPH, EPH, VPH and APH are alternative methods for the analysis of hydrocarbon fractions. For the purposes of
this letter, these methods are all jointly referred to as ETPH.
3
The ETPH method cited in the 2013 RSRs replaced a method referenced in the 1996 RSRs (the TPH method) that,
DEEP indicated was no longer acceptable after June 30, 2009 “In an effort to help bring about the end of Freon use
in Connecticut”.
4
In general, groundwater class GA areas are defined as areas where groundwater may be used as a potable supply
and class GB areas are known or presumed to be impacted. Absent the presence of a potable water supply well in a
GB area, the RSRs regulated GB areas less stringently.
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the water table) to the maximum extent practicable. Even with the NAPL standard being met, it is
common at compliant, LEP-verified or DEEP-approved remediation sites in Connecticut to have
considerable volumes of petroleum impacted soil remaining on site (e.g., beneath an existing building
where unsaturated zone petroleum impacted soil readily meets the definition of “inaccessible soil” and
“environmentally isolated soil”, or below the seasonal high water table in GB areas where the PMC do
not apply and where such soil would typically meet the definition of “inaccessible soil”). Again, these
compliance options for soil under the RSRs are consistent with the absence in the RSRs of GWVC and
SWPC for ETPH, and absence of a requirement to meet background concentrations in groundwater for
ETPH.
For the past 20+ years, LEPs have addressed compliance with the GWVC for petroleum by comparing
concentrations in groundwater (or soil vapor) for a large suite of individual volatile organic compounds
(“VOCs”) to the GWVC provided for such VOCs in the RSRs. LEPs have not compared ETPH
concentrations in groundwater to GWVC (which are not provided in the RSRs) or to background
concentrations. Similarly, LEPs have addressed compliance with the SWPC for groundwater by
comparing concentrations in groundwater for individual constituents, such as VOCs, polyaromatic
hydrocarbons (“PAHs”) and metals, to the SWPC provided in the RSRs (and for which Aquatic Life
Criteria are included in Connecticut’s Water Quality Standards), and again have not compared ETPH
concentrations in groundwater to SWPC or to background concentrations, for the same reasons stated
above for GWVC.
We note that DEEP had previously proposed ETPH GWVC and SWPC in 2012 for inclusion in the 2013
RSR revisions. It is our understanding that the withdrawal of the 2012 proposed ETPH GWVC and
SWPC was due in large part because the proposed criteria triggered significant adverse public and
scientific comment (including from EPOC). The GWVC and SWPC for ETPH referred to in the
Declaratory Ruling and recent DEEP APS documents are the same numeric criteria that were included in
proposed RSR revisions by the DEEP in 2012, and then withdrawn by DEEP in 2013.
In 2012, by letter dated October 24, 2012, EPOC provided commentary and included a scientific
evaluation of the proposed numeric GWVC and SWPC for ETPH prepared by Gradient
Corporation, a specialty risk assessment company. In brief, Gradient concluded that the proposed
GWVC and SWPC for ETPH were “not based on the best available science, toxicological
information and widely accepted risk evaluation methodologies”, “are overly stringent and not
consistent with current risk assessment practices”. Gradient also indicated that multiple layers of
conservatism were inappropriately used by DEEP, with the resultant numeric criteria proposed by
DEEP on the order of 20 to 200 times more stringent than the same criteria adopted and in use in
Massachusetts. DEEP responded by not promulgating these criteria in the 2013 revisions,
specifically stating that the comments on the proposed ETPH SWPC and GWVC were extensive
and deserve additional consideration before DEEP responds to the substance of such comments,
and that DEEP will determine whether to propose such criteria again in future regulatory
amendment efforts.
Gradient updated its evaluation in September 2017, with largely the same conclusions
summarized above (see copy of Gradient 2017 report, attached).
The Board is not aware of any additional scientific, peer review of the 2012 proposed GWVC and SWPC
for ETPH in groundwater, or any scientific justification for use of the proposed and later withdrawn
criteria.
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While DEEP indicates that one may request approval for different values for SWPC and GWVC for
ETPH or any other APS, in practice, this approach has not been feasible from a time or cost perspective.
DEEP has generally been opposed to values other than those it has provided as recommended APS
criteria on its website (as revised over time, without notice or opportunity to comment). As LEPs, we
could simply request and use the DEEP-recommended criteria for APS (most recently proposed on its
website since 2015). However, recommending such values to our clients, particularly for values that have
not been vetted in a public forum and for which there is scientific disagreement, could potentially cause
the need for remediation to levels that are overly conservative, and do not appropriately balance human
health and the environment and the economic reality of a historically industrialized state.
There are many examples of LEP verifications in GB areas that have been filed with ETPH
concentrations in groundwater above “background” and the DEEP-recommended GWVC and SWPC for
ETPH, instead relying on evaluation of and compliance with the specific petroleum-related VOCs and
semi-volatile organic compounds (“SVOCs”) included in the RSRs. There are also many sites where
verifications are pending or completed where this reinterpretation of the RSRs would potentially require
reopening investigations, additional remediation and post-remedial monitoring related to ETPH impacted
soil and groundwater. This recent reinterpretation of the RSRs could now require significant additional
work be completed at most petroleum impacted sites, particularly in GB areas, such as the following:
•
•

•

Investigation of the ETPH plume(s) degree, extent and trends over time, which in some cases will
involve installation of monitoring wells that have been removed and/or abandoned when there were
no criteria being required for ETPH in groundwater;
Remediation of the ETPH plume(s) and/or petroleum impacted soil causing such ETPH plume(s),
which soil has already been shown to be compliant with the existing soil remediation standards of the
RSRs and is often below buildings and/or significantly below grade mitigated using an environmental
land use restriction; and/or
Long-term monitoring of the ETPH plume after such work has been completed (to the extent even
feasible now) until groundwater ETPH levels drop to the detection limit levels being recommended
by DEEP as criteria for ETPH in groundwater, which in many cases will not ever occur (as has been
commonly experienced for sites in GA areas where the GWPC at detection limit has impaired the
ability to close out remediation sites for many years) and will then cause the need to request and, if
possible, obtain a Technical Impracticability (“TI”) variance from the DEEP. It is the Board’s
collective experience that TI variances are expensive, time-consuming and rare. Only a handful of TI
variances have been approved by DEEP in the approximately 20-year history of working with the
RSRs.

LEP Regulations May Impose Additional Cleanup Obligations:
Section I.E of the Petition - The statement in the Declaratory Ruling that the LEP regulations
may impose additional cleanup obligations at sites where LEPs are involved other than to comply
with the RSRs is concerning to LEPs.
We agree that there are other requirements for LEPs other than just complying with the RSRs, such as
completion of an investigation that adequately characterizes a site. However, we believe that it is
important to clarify that if criteria in the RSRs have been achieved at a given site for soil and/or
groundwater at some point in time, DEEP should not subsequently require additional remediation to more
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stringent criteria than provided for in the RSRs, or that DEEP newly believes are necessary (e.g., for APS
compounds or due to new toxicity information for an emerging compound of concern). More stringent
RSR standards should only be required to be used when such criteria have been properly proposed and
promulgated using Connecticut’s Uniform Administrative Procedures Act, with sufficient opportunity for
public notice and comment. DEEP has indicated in the past that more stringent criteria (e.g., the draft
proposed 2003 GWVC and soil-vapor VC) had to be considered by LEPs on the basis of the need to hold
paramount the protection of human health and the environment pursuant to the LEP regulations.
However, after significant public comment, DEEP later issued a notice in 2010 that the remediation
standards (GWVC and SVVC) in the RSRs and not the draft proposed VC, were the legally applicable
criteria to be used.
The one example given in the Declaratory Ruling on Page 41 is this: “If, for example, as suggested by the
Petitioner it is possible to achieve compliance with the RSRs yet potentially leave gross levels of
pollutants behind, it may be that achieving compliance with the RSRs has not satisfied an LEPs
obligations under the LEP regulations.” If the RSRs allow for such a circumstance to occur and a
significant potential risk of exposure to such contamination exists, then the issue is that the RSR criteria
should be revised. LEPs should not be required to second-guess the efficacy and protectiveness of
DEEP’s remediation regulations. This places an LEP responsible for remediation in an untenable
position: on the one hand, LEPs face potential disciplinary action if they do not comply with the
interpretation or directive from DEEP, and on the other hand the LEP has a duty to, and faces economic
pressure from clients who insist that the LEP meet the requirements of the RSRs and no more. This is not
a question in the abstract, as it previously arose in connection with the promulgation of draft proposed
revisions to volatilization criteria (“VC”) in 2003 (as summarized above), which were initially interpreted
by DEEP as enforceable standards, and the subsequent DEEP clarification in 2010 that said such
standards were not enforceable until such time as they are formally revised through the rulemaking
process.
Issue with Use of Multiple Analytical Methods:
The Declaratory Ruling indicates that when multiple analytical methods are used all must be
considered and all results must comply with RSR criteria.
Such a broad statement is not consistent with the current practice in the industry. The particular statement
in the RSRs that was referred to in the Declaratory Ruling was the following: “the results of all laboratory
analyses of samples from the subject release area (for such substances) are equal to or less than the
applicable direct exposure criterion (or pollutant mobility criterion) …”. Until recently, that sentence has
consistently been understood and interpreted by LEPs to mean that analytical results from all sampling
locations within a release area must be used to demonstrate compliance with the applicable criterion, and
that an LEP may not exclude analytical results for one or more sampling locations from compliance
demonstrations (unless the particular data can be demonstrated to be invalid). Existing DEEP guidance
and training, and RSR supporting documentation, consistently led LEPs to understand that they could use
professional judgment in determining which method result is the most appropriate to use (for a given
contaminant and sampling location) in comparison to a remediation standard in the RSRs. LEPs have
understood that the RSRs were designed to provide a variety of compliance options intended to add
flexibility to LEPs in addressing the variety of different site environmental conditions encountered in
Connecticut. There are many examples where multiple analytical methods have been used on a site based
on developments in the industry and other factors. These include but are not limited to the following:
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•
•

•

•
•
•
•

ETPH data have long been used to supersede TPH data, except in limited circumstances where the
ETPH Method has been shown to poorly perform (e.g., where naturally-occurring organic compounds
are present);
EPH data for groundwater have often been used to supersede TPH or ETPH data for groundwater,
due to poor performance commonly reported by LEPs and commercial testing laboratories, with a
high rate of false-positive detections or inclusion of non-petroleum hydrocarbons by the TPH and
ETPH Methods;
Synthetic Precipitation Leaching Procedure (“SPLP”) data have long been used to supersede Toxicity
Characteristic Leaching Procedure (“TCLP”) and Extraction Procedure (“EP”) toxicity data, however
TCLP data are often still collected (in addition to SPLP data) for selected release areas due to other
requirements applicable to potential off-site disposal facilities;
SPLP data have long been used to supersede certain mass-based data, as explicitly allowed by the
RSRs;
Dissolved groundwater quality data have long been used to supersede total groundwater quality data,
where particulates have been concluded to have caused elevated total mass data;
Groundwater quality data generated from a low-flow purging/sampling method have often been used
to supersede data from a bailer sampling method, and sometimes the opposite, depending on which
data are concluded to more accurately represent groundwater quality; and
Use of certain screening methods, especially for TPH or ETPH, which are appropriately superseded
by other laboratory analytical data that are more accurate and more defensible than the initial
screening methods (e.g., TPH by EPA Method 418.1, the Infrared Method).

Conclusion
The Declaratory Ruling contains a number of provisions that are of significant concern to LEPs. In
particular, the Declaratory Ruling:
•
•
•
•

provides re-interpretations of the RSRs that go beyond the original intent of and Statement of
Reasons for the RSRs;
seeks to drive cleanups to background or to numeric values listed in guidance documents where
the values have not been subject to public review or input and, in the case of ETPH, have been
shown in the past to be overly conservative;
seeks to place additional burdens on LEPs in the absence of legally promulgated remediation
criteria; and,
contrary to alternatives allowed or intended within the RSRs, seeks to impose compliance for
potentially multiple analytical method results without allowing for naturally occurring chemical
changes over time or providing for professional judgment regarding sampling and analytical
methodology evolution and advancement.
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We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Declaratory Ruling, and would welcome the
opportunity to discuss these technical comments further.
Sincerely,

Seth Molofsky
Executive Director
Cc: Robert Bell (via Email), CT DEEP, Assistant Director, Remediation Division
Attachments:
1. October 24, 2012 EPOC letter to Jan Czeczotka of comments on proposed RSR Amendments
(published August 21, 2012). The letter references a report prepared by Gradient Corp. dated
October 22, 2012 which is included as part of Attachment 2.
2. October 4, 2017 Report from Gradient Corp entitled: “Update to Gradient's 2012 Comments on
Proposed Revisions to the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection's
Remediation Standard Regulations”. Includes (in Appendix 1) report prepared by Gradient Corp.
dated October 22, 2012 entitled: “Review of Proposed Revisions to Connecticut Department of
Energy and Environmental Protection's Remediation Standard Regulations”.

ATTACHMENT 1
October 24, 2012 EPOC letter to Jan Czeczotka of comments on proposed RSR Amendments
(published August 21, 2012). The letter references a report prepared by Gradient Corp. dated October
22, 2012 which is included as part of Attachment 2. Also, Attachment 2 contains an update to the
October 22, 2012 Gradient report, which was completed on October 4, 2017.

Environmental Professionals’ Organization of Connecticut
P.O. Box 176
Amston, Connecticut 06231-0176
Phone: (860) 537-0337, Fax: (860) 603-2075
October 24, 2012
Mr. Jan Czeczotka
Remediation Division, 2nd Floor
Bureau of Water Protection and Land Reuse
Department of Energy & Environmental Protection
79 Elm Street
Hartford, CT 06106
Dear Mr. Czeczotka:
This letter presents the public comments from the Environmental Professionals Organization of
Connecticut (EPOC) Board of Directors on the Proposed Amendments to the Remediation
Standard Regulations published August 21, 2012 in the Connecticut Law Journal. Our
recommendations are shown in bold print below.
INTRODUCTION
EPOC commends the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP)
for proposing several amendments to the RSRs that remove unintended barriers to remediating
sites, clarify the regulatory language, and address concerns expressed by the public and the
regulated community. While we strongly support most of the proposed changes, in our opinion,
some of the proposed amendments will create additional barriers to remediation. The most
significant of these pertain to DEEP’s proposed Groundwater Volatilization Criteria (GWVC)
and Surface Water Protection Criteria (SWPC) for Extractable Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons
(ETPH) in groundwater. From EPOC’s standpoint, the proposed criteria are not based on the
best available science, toxicological information, and widely acceptable risk evaluation
methodologies. It is EPOC’s opinion that promulgating these criteria could increase the cost of
investigation and remediation at many sites. This is obviously not what DEEP intended,
considering the Fiscal Estimate for the proposed regulation which states that the proposed
amendments “will have little or no fiscal impact” and DEEP’s stated goal to remove unintended
barriers to site cleanups.
Our comments to specific language in the Proposed Amendments are outlined below:
PROPOSED GWVC and SWPC for ETPH
We recommend that the proposed new ETPH criteria for GWVC and SWPC not be
included in the current RSR amendments, for the reasons presented below.
Overly Conservative Technical Basis for Proposed ETPH Criteria
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EPOC commissioned Gradient Corporation (Gradient), a well-regarded, independent risk science
consulting firm, to evaluate how the proposed new ETPH criteria were developed and how they
compare to similar cleanup standards used in other states and nationally. Gradient specializes in
risk assessment and toxicology, which are crucial to the development of appropriate risk-based
criteria. Gradient also reviewed the DEEP’s de facto “guidance” criteria for alternate petroleum
hydrocarbon analytical methods (EPH/VPH/APH) and additional polluting substance approval
form, which are on the DEEP website. These alternative methodologies and criteria have not
been proposed for inclusion in the amended RSRs, but may be approved by DEEP as sitespecific alternatives to ETPH.
We refer you to Appendix A for Gradient’s report, which discusses their methodology, findings,
and conclusions that the proposed criteria are overly stringent and not consistent with current risk
assessment practices. Key findings are summarized below.

•

DEEP’s derivations of ETPH criteria for SWPC and GWVC rely on methodologies and
assumptions that are inconsistent with the methodologies and assumptions of EPA and
other states. DEEP’s approach compounds multiple levels of conservatism, resulting in
overly stringent standards that could trigger unnecessary site investigation and
remediation for trace concentrations of petroleum that do not pose real risk to human
health or the environment. For example:
o For GWVC, DEEP used a Children’s Vulnerability Factor that duplicates a level
of conservatism already accounted for elsewhere in the empirical assessment of
risk. In addition, DEEP used more conservative assumptions in the risk scenarios
(exposure frequencies, etc.) than are typically used by EPA and other states. This
results in vapor criteria that are up to 50 times lower than similar standards
(EPH/VPH) used by Massachusetts.
o The GWVC calculations used residential background indoor air levels to calculate
criteria for industrial settings, while relying solely on one background indoor air
study when other relevant studies are available. Additionally, DEEP relied on
Target Indoor Air Concentrations (TACs) for certain petroleum ranges (e.g., C9C18 aliphatics) to represent the entire spectrum of petroleum compounds, leading
to more conservative standards than what would be derived from using more
representative carbon ranges.
o For SWPC, DEEP used the Great Lakes Tier 2 methodology to develop aquatic
life criteria and then multiplied the result by 10 to derive SWPC. The Tier 2
methodology is considered appropriate for developing screening level aquatic life
criteria (in-stream) for petroleum in surface water (above which a more detailed
ecological risk assessment might be warranted), but not appropriate for
establishing SWPC. First, screening level values are too conservative for the
purpose of setting SWPC and using them in this manner is inconsistent with the
data quality requirement developed by the EPA. Gradient recommends the use of
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the “hydrocarbon block method” and the significant body of literature on the
aquatic toxicity of petroleum mixtures that has become available in the last 10 to
15 years in developing SWPC. Second, the conversion of these screening levels to
SWPC fails to account, in most cases, for the significant attenuation of petroleum
moving in groundwater prior to discharging to receiving waters.
o The proposed SWPC are 20 to 200 times lower than corresponding standards used
in Massachusetts. The ETPH criteria proposed by DEEP may therefore trigger
unnecessary investigations and remediation that could otherwise be avoided
should less conservative criteria, that are nevertheless protective of human health
and the environment, be used.
o The de facto EPH/VPH/APH criteria may provide a better alternative to the new
ETPH criteria proposed by DEEP. However, the de facto criteria are problematic
for three important reasons: (i) they have not been proposed as regulation and
therefore have not been subjected to the full public review and comment process;
(ii) they do not appear to be based on the best available science; and (iii) they
appear to be overly stringent and not supported by widely used and accepted
science and risk assessment practices. These de facto criteria may therefore also
trigger unnecessary investigations and remediation that could otherwise be
avoided should less conservative criteria, that are nevertheless protective of
human health and the environment, be used.
Unintended Fiscal Consequences
Because the need for the proposed SWPC and GWVC for ETPH has not been demonstrated and
the proposed ETPH criteria are overly stringent, the cost of compliance will increase
substantially and unnecessarily compared to less conservative criteria, that are nevertheless
protective of human health and the environment, derived using best available science,
toxicological information, and widely acceptable risk evaluation methodologies.
In the current RSRs, there are no SWPC or GWVC remediation standards for TPH or ETPH.
The only existing groundwater standard for TPH is the Ground-Water Protection Criteria
(GWPC), which is only applicable to GA/GAA areas and GB areas with an existing potable
usage (set at the detection limit of 0.250 mg/l or 250 µg/l by policy for ETPH). During the
Transformation Work Group meetings last fall, it was noted that one of the existing remedial
standards that makes it very difficult and costly to complete cleanups and is unreasonably
conservative is the ETPH standard for groundwater in GA areas. In our experience, many GA
sites take 10 years or more to meet that standard, after cleaning up soil to meet the soil RSR
criteria. Adding overly stringent criteria for SWPC and GWVC will compound this problem.
The DEEP proposal to extend ETPH standards to groundwater in GB areas through adoption of a
SWPC and VC for groundwater would, if adopted, drive significant additional investigation,
monitoring and remediation at GB sites (including many Brownfields sites, which are commonly
in GB areas).
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The extra investigation costs that would be associated with meeting the proposed new criteria
include but are not limited to the following:
•

Additional investigations beyond those necessary for remedial decision making to
evaluate the degree and extent of very dilute ETPH plumes in groundwater in class GB
areas to their distal edges or to receiving surface water bodies; and

•

Additional testing for other bulk petroleum parameters such as EPH/VPH/APH, for
which the DEEP has not proposed RSR criteria, to try to demonstrate compliance with
the proposed volatilization criteria for substances that are very often inherently non
volatile and hence pose no significant risk to human health.

The extra remediation costs would be associated with the following: Under the current RSRs,
much of the oily soil contamination beneath buildings or below the water table in GB areas (in
the smear zone) is left in place either with environmental land use restrictions (ELURs) to
restrict access to the soil, or because GB Pollutant Mobility Criteria (PMC) do not apply below
the water table or beneath structures where they are environmentally isolated. This would not be
the case if the proposed new criteria are adopted. For example, the use of an ELUR to render
soil “environmentally isolated” would not be possible because the ETPH-impacted soil would be
considered a continuing source of contamination to groundwater if it causes exceedances of these
overly conservative GWVC and SWPC for EPTH.
The additional investigation, remediation and monitoring costs required to demonstrate
compliance with these proposed criteria could easily cost hundreds of thousands of dollars, or
more, on petroleum-impacted sites, without any appreciable reduction in risk to human health or
the environment.
COMMENTS ON OTHER PROPOSED AMENDMENTS
Section 22a-133k-1 Definition of Inaccessible Soil (page 3): We agree with this addition, as it
will be useful in connection with urban fill issues. However, it highlights the ongoing
discrepancies between this definition, RSR Section 22a-133k-2(h) and CGS Section 22a-209, we
recommend that DEEP continue to push forward with a resolution to how fill is handled in
Connecticut.
Section 22a-133k-1(g) New Subsection Regarding the Remediation of Soils Polluted with Lead
(pages 8 and 9):
We recommend that this “grandfathering” clause be modified to allow the 500 mg/kg
criteria to be used for remediation completed within 2 years of the effective date of the
amendments, on a release-area-by-release-area basis. Requiring initiation of remediation
prior to the effective date of the amendments is too burdensome. In addition, requiring all site
areas to be remediated to use the proposed 400 mg/kg criteria is too burdensome, especially
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considering that the timing for completing institutional control-based remediation is not entirely
within the control of the responsible party. Release-by-release compliance is also consistent with
the current direction of the DEEP’s Transformation Process.
Section 22a-133k-2(b)(4)(B) New Subsection on Incidental Sources (page 11):
The runoff covered by this proposed amendment should not be limited to runoff from
asphalt areas, because polluted runoff occurs from concrete and unpaved roads as well
(e.g., as derived from normal operation of motor vehicles). In addition, use of the words
“immediately” and “adjacent” are subject to considerable interpretation. If DEEP is
making a policy decision regarding runoff from properly maintained parking lots, a
location qualifier is not appropriate and should not be limited by “immediately” or
“adjacent”.
Section 22a-133k(2)(c)(4)(C) New PMC Exception ( page 19):
We recommend defining the term “unobstructed infiltration”. We also recommend that the
new exception to pollutant mobility criteria [22a-133k-2(c)(4)(C)] not exclude volatile
substances. Similar to non-volatile substances, there are adequate groundwater criteria to
verify that volatile substances remaining in soil are not an on-going threat to groundwater
including SWPC, GWPC and GWVC/SVVC.
Section 22a-133k(2)(c)(4)(D) New PMC Exception ( page 19):
Same comment as for Section 22a-133k-2(b)(4)(B) above.
Section 22a-133k-3(g)(2)(A)(i)(aa) (page 33):
For compliance monitoring of groundwater, the regulation should be clarified to indicate
that compliance monitoring is to start after all active remediation is completed. Otherwise,
such monitoring could be delayed until after an Environmental Land Use Restriction (ELUR) is
on the property deed (i.e., if the DEEP or LEPs interpret the start date for post remedial
groundwater monitoring to be the date of ELUR placement).
Section 22a-133k-3(g)(2)(C)(i)(aa) (page 34):
Using a 95% UCL (rather than an average) but over the entire period of groundwater monitoring,
to demonstrate compliance with SWPC would be a beneficial option for some sites. However,
we understand that CTDEEP is concerned with using averages for compliance because
“hotspots” of contaminated groundwater could impact surface waters; this concern seems largely
unfounded when the dynamic nature of surface water is considered. Mixing (in-stream natural
averaging) would quickly occur. We recommend the 1996 RSR language be retained in
addition to the proposed change (provided the proposed change allows statistical
evaluation of a plume discharge over multiple rounds of sampling).
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Section 22a-133k-3(g)(2)(C)(i)(bb) (page 35):
Precluding (without commissioner approval) the use of a statistical method if one or more result
are more than two times the numeric SWPC limits the usefulness of statistics to little purpose.
Again, upon discharge to a stream, natural mixing would quickly occur. We recommend the
1996 RSR language be retained.
Section 22a-133k-3(g)(2)(D)(i) (page 35):
We understand that CTDEEP is concerned with using statistical methods to demonstrate GWVC
and Soil Vapor Volatilization Criteria (SVVC) compliance because “hotspots” of contaminated
groundwater or soil vapor could cause localized indoor air issues, however we believe that the 2
times concentration limit (for the use of statistics) as is incorporated in the 1996 RSRs is
sufficiently protective. We recommend the 1996 RSR language be retained.
TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS
Revisions to the RSRs should allow minor typographical errors in the 1996 RSRs to be
corrected. While the Proposed Amendments capture many of those errors, others to consider
include:
Section 22a-133k-2(e)(2)(A)(ii) (page 22)
This section discusses PMC compliance but inadvertently references direct exposure
criteria. We suggest this error be corrected.
Appendix D:
The Phenathrene SWPC was identified in the late 1990s as incorrect (due to a typo) in the 1996
RSRs (0.077 µg/L vs. 0.3 µg/L). The corrected value should be included in the 2012 RSRs
instead of continuing an erroneous criterion.
Thank you in advance for your careful and thoughtful consideration of our comments.
Sincerely yours,

Seth Molofsky
Executive Director, EPOC
Appendix A: Gradient Report

ATTACHMENT 2
October 4, 2017 Report from Gradient Corp entitled: “Update to Gradient's 2012 Comments on Proposed
Revisions to the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection's Remediation
Standard Regulations”. Includes (in Appendix 1) report prepared by Gradient Corp. dated October 22,
2012 entitled: “Review of Proposed Revisions to Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection's Remediation Standard Regulations”.

Memorandum
To:

Environmental Professionals' Organization of
Connecticut (EPOC)

Date: October 4, 2017

From:

Tim Verslycke, Gradient
Dave Mayfield, Gradient

Subject:

Update to Gradient's 2012 Comments on Proposed Revisions to the Connecticut
Department of Energy and Environmental Protection's Remediation Standard Regulations

Executive Summary
In 2012, the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (CTDEEP) proposed
selective amendments to its Remediation Standard Regulations (RSRs), which provide guidance and
criteria to facilitate assessment and remediation of soil and groundwater at certain contaminated sites
within Connecticut. On behalf of the Environmental Professionals' Organization of Connecticut (EPOC),
Gradient provided comments in 2012 on CTDEEP's proposed revisions to Groundwater Volatilization
Criteria (GWVC) and Surface Water Protection Criteria (SWPC) for petroleum hydrocarbons (Appendix
1). Our 2012 comments were reviewed to ascertain whether they are still applicable in light of more
recent regulatory guidance and technical developments.
Regarding the proposed GWVC, we recommend that CTDEEP incorporate newly available United States
Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) guidance on petroleum vapor intrusion. As proposed,
CTDEEP's approach is inconsistent with US EPA guidance, approaches implemented by many other
states, and best available science regarding petroleum vapor intrusion. CTDEEP's approach relies on
multiple levels of conservatism, resulting in overly stringent criteria that may trigger unnecessary and
costly site investigation and remediation, even though indoor air levels do not pose a risk to human health
or may be consistent with or below background levels.
Regarding the proposed SWPC, CTDEEP's proposed values are derived using outdated and overly
conservative methodologies. For example, some of the proposed SWPC are based on very limited aquatic
toxicity data and rely on high uncertainty factors, resulting in overly stringent criteria. In addition, and
similar to its approach for GWVC, CTDEEP does not account for chemical attenuation that will occur in
groundwater before potential discharge into surface water. The compounded effect of CTDEEP's reliance
on several levels of conservatisms is very stringent SWPC that could trigger unnecessary and costly
groundwater investigations and mitigation even though levels do not pose a risk to the environment.
In summary, the proposed 2012 revisions to the RSRs for GWVC and SWPC are not consistent with best
available science and regulatory guidance published within the last 5 years. As proposed, the GWVC and
SWPC may trigger unnecessary and costly site investigation and mitigation efforts.
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1

Introduction

In 2012, on behalf of the Environmental Professionals' Organization of Connecticut (EPOC), Gradient
reviewed and prepared written comments on Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection's (CTDEEP) proposed revisions to the Remediation Standard Regulations (RSRs). These
comments are included as Appendix 1. Gradient's 2012 review focused on proposed RSR amendments
pertaining to Groundwater Volatilization Criteria (GWVC) and Surface Water Protection Criteria
(SWPC) for petroleum hydrocarbons. Gradient's 2012 review did not include proposed changes to Direct
Exposure Criteria, Pollutant Mobility Criteria, Soil Vapor Volatilization Criteria, and Groundwater
Protection Criteria for petroleum hydrocarbons or any other proposed changes to the RSRs at the time.
This memorandum provides a review of Gradient's 2012 comments to ascertain whether they are still
applicable in light of regulatory guidance that has been released since the publication of the 2012
comments. The following sections provide a brief synopsis of each comment and a determination of its
current relevance based on recent regulatory revisions.

2

Review of Previous Comments

For ease of reference, the comment section in the original report (Appendix 1) is identified. Any
modifications to the previous comments or supplemental information are provided, where applicable.

2.1

Groundwater Volatilization Criteria (GWVC)
Comment Section 2.1: Consistency with US EPA Guidance

Gradient previously commented that CTDEEP would benefit from waiting for upcoming US EPA
guidance on vapor intrusion for petroleum compounds. Since Gradient's 2012 comments, a number of
relevant documents have been published:


Interstate Technology and Regulatory Council (ITRC). 2014. "Petroleum Vapor Intrusion:
Fundamentals of Screening, Investigation, and Management." Petroleum Vapor Intrusion Team.
PVI-1. 387p., October.



US EPA. 2015a. "Technical Guide For Addressing Petroleum Vapor Intrusion At Leaking
Underground Storage Tank Sites." Office of Underground Storage Tanks, EPA 510-R-15-001.



US EPA. 2015b. "OSWER Technical Guide for Assessing and Mitigating the Vapor Intrusion
Pathway from Subsurface Vapor Sources to Indoor Air." Office of Solid Waste and Emergency
Response (OSWER), OSWER Publication 9200.2-154.

As indicated in Gradient's 2012 comments, vapor intrusion by petroleum-related volatile organic
compounds – commonly referred to as petroleum vapor intrusion (PVI) – is often limited by
biodegradation. Given a sufficient soil thickness between a petroleum vapor source in groundwater and a
building foundation, naturally-occurring biodegradation is expected to reduce hydrocarbons to below a
level of concern. New US EPA and ITRC guidance for assessing PVI, published since Gradient's 2012
comments, relies on the aerobic biodegradability of petroleum hydrocarbons and soil thickness to justify a
different approach for addressing PVI. Specifically, this new guidance recommends a flexible approach
for investigating PVI based on general screening criteria (rather than hydrocarbon fractionation), such as

2
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the use of vertical screening distances (e.g., vertical screening distance1 of 6 feet for a dissolved phased
plume and 15 feet for a LNAPL plume in groundwater containing <5 mg/L benzene or <30 mg/L total
petroleum hydrocarbons [TPH]). A 2012 state survey conducted by ITRC found that 42% of states
consider biodegradation as part of PVI site investigation and several states indicated that biodegradation
will be included in future version of state guidance (ITRC, 2014).
Note that CTDEEP drafted discussion documents in preparation for future amendments to the RSRs
(termed Wave 2), including a document that specifically addresses the volatilization criteria (CTDEEP,
2016). In that document, however, CTDEEP proposes to exclude the proposed GWVC for petroleum
substances and leave them as written in the 1996 RSR criteria. The groundwater protection criteria for
TPH in 1996 was 500 μg/L; however, there was no GWVC for TPH.
In summary, CTDEEP's 2012 proposed approach for evaluating PVI and proposed GWVC for petroleum
hydrocarbons is not consistent with US EPA guidance and approaches implemented by many other states
(e.g., MA [MassDEP, 2016], NJ [NJDEP, 2016]), and do not reflect the current understanding of how
PVI is fundamentally different from other substances due to aerobic degradation. Therefore, we
recommend that CTDEEP incorporate US EPA's recommendations for PVI (e.g., use of vertical screening
distance for defining further investigations) or incorporate attenuation factors within its GWVC
derivation.

Comment Section 2.2: Development of Target Indoor Air Concentrations
To develop target indoor air concentrations (TACs), CTDEEP used the inhalation toxicity values for the
various petroleum hydrocarbon fractions and applied a children's vulnerability factor of 1.75 (CVF).
Current US EPA practice for developing reference concentrations (RfCs) and cancer inhalation unit risk
(IUR) values already incorporate adjustments to account for the susceptibility of early-life stage
exposures (US EPA, 2005). Therefore, Gradient's 2012 comment that the use of an additional CVF is
overly conservative and inconsistent with current US EPA guidance remains applicable.
Gradient previously identified that CTDEEP relied on exposure factors (e.g., exposure frequency) that are
inconsistent with US EPA guidance. For residential scenarios, US EPA (2015b) suggests an exposure
frequency of 350 days/year, an exposure duration of 26 years2, and an exposure time of 24 hours/day.
Therefore, Gradient's 2012 comments on exposure factors remain applicable.
Gradient reviewed the toxicity values (i.e., reference concentrations, RfCs) used by CTDEEP for its
development of GWVC and TACs. Gradient identified several instances where the criteria differed from
US EPA or MADEP values for similar petroleum hydrocarbon fractions. Toxicity criteria for
hydrocarbon fractions published by MADEP and US EPA have not been updated since the 2012
comments were produced, therefore Gradient's previous comments remain applicable.
CTDEEP considered ambient background concentrations in its development of TACs. However,
Gradient noted that CTDEEP's background database was limited to one study and did not provide a more
rigorous assessment of background concentrations from multiple sources. By comparison, MADEP has
developed distributional estimates of background indoor air concentrations from a number of studies
(including the study used by CTDEEP) (MADEP, 2008). US EPA (2015a) also encourages the
consideration of background concentrations and has identified sources of comprehensive background data
1

The minimum distance in soil between the petroleum hydrocarbon source in groundwater and a building foundation needed to
effectively biodegrade hydrocarbons below a level of concern for petroleum vapor intrusion (ITRC, 2014).
2 Note that the exposure duration was reduced from 30 to 26 years on February 6, 2014 per US EPA OSWER Directive 9200.112 (https://semspub.epa.gov/work/03/2218716.pdf).
3
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(US EPA, 2011; MTDEQ, 2012). A similar approach would provide more robust concentration estimates
and may result in criteria that are not overly conservative (i.e., below ambient background). Therefore,
Gradient's 2012 comments on accounting for background contributions remain applicable.
CTDEEP should reconsider its process for developing TACs. Specifically, CTDEEP should update the
proposed exposure factors and toxicity values to be consistent with US EPA's recommendations and not
rely on the use of an unnecessary CVF factor. Finally, CTDEEP should perform a more robust analysis
of background concentrations to compare and validate proposed TACs, to ensure that RSR criteria are
attainable.

Comment Section 2.3: Development of Groundwater Volatilization Criteria
Previous comments on the GWVC noted some errors and inconsistencies and recommended an
alternative attenuation factor (1x10-4) to account for biodegradation. New US EPA guidance (US EPA,
2015a,b) provides recommended vapor attenuation factors for risk-based screening of the vapor intrusion
pathway. However, as indicated earlier, US EPA (2015a) does not recommend using a risk-based
screening approach for petroleum hydrocarbons. Rather, US EPA (2015a) relies on the use of vertical
screening distances to account for biodegradation of petroleum hydrocarbons. Therefore, Gradient's 2012
comments on CTDEEP's derivation of proposed GWVC remain applicable.
CTDEEP should incorporate US EPA's recommendations for PVI (e.g., use of vertical screening distance
for defining further investigations) or incorporate attenuation factors within the criteria derivation, to
ensure that it relies on best available science for the development of GWVC for petroleum compounds.

Comment Section 2.4: Comparison with MADEP MCP Method 1 Groundwater‐2
Standards
In the 2012 comments, Gradient provided a comparison of CTDEEP's recommended criteria to those
developed by MADEP (i.e., MCP Method 1 GW-2 Standards). This comparison identified that CTDEEP
standards were more conservative than MADEP primarily due to the application of different attenuation
factors. MADEP's Method 1 GW-2 standards have not changed since the 2012 comments, except for the
C9-C10 aromatic fraction standard which was reduced from 7,000 to 4,000 μg/L. Even with this one
change, CTDEEP's proposed standards are well below the MADEP standards. Therefore, these
comments are still applicable. Note, however, that MADEP (2016) recently developed guidance for PVI
consistent with the approaches described in recent US EPA (2015a) and ITRC guidance (ITRC, 2014).
CTDEEP should review standards and screening criteria developed by other states to evaluate the
appropriateness of its proposed GWVC.
In summary, more recent US EPA guidance pertaining to PVI has been published since Gradient's 2012
comments were produced. CTDEEP's approach for evaluating PVI relies on a risk-based screening
approach versus a vertical distance screening approach proposed by US EPA and also increasingly
implemented by state agencies. Therefore, Gradient's 2012 comment that CTDEEP's approach may be
inconsistent with upcoming US EPA guidance has changed and Gradient now concludes that CTDEEP's
approach is indeed inconsistent with current US EPA guidance and current best available science
regarding PVI. Should CTDEEP retain its approach and the GWVC proposed in 2012, then Gradient's
comments regarding the development of TAC and the derivation of GWVC remain applicable. Overall,
we recommend that CTDEEP incorporate US EPA's recommendations for PVI or incorporate attenuation
factors within its GWVC derivation, reconsider its process for deriving TAC, conduct a more robust
4
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analysis of background concentrations, and evaluate other state standards and approaches to ensure that it
relies on best available science for the development of GWVC for petroleum compounds.

2.2

Surface Water Protection Criteria (SWPC)
Comment Section 3.2: Great Lakes Initiative Tier 2 Methodology

CTDEEP relies upon the Great Lakes Initiative (GLI) Tier 2 methodology for deriving SWPC. This
method relies upon limited toxicity data and applies large, default uncertainty factors resulting in overly
conservative criteria that amount to screening levels. Gradient's previous comments regarding the use of
the GLI Tier 2 methodology to derive SWPC remain applicable.
CTDEEP should perform a more rigorus analyis of available toxicity information to limit the use of large
uncertainty factors that result in overly stringent SWPC. CTDEEP should reconsider proposed SWPC
that are based on very limited toxicity data.

Comment Section 3.3: Surrogate Selection and Criteria Compilation from the GLI
Database
CTDEEP relies on one or more surrogate chemicals for each petroleum hydrocarbon fraction to derive
chronic aquatic life criteria, but does not discuss why these surrogates are appropriate. Gradient's
previous comments regarding the use of surrogate chemicals to derive SWPC remain applicable.
The overall approach used by CTDEEP for deriving SWPC for petroleum hydrocarbons is not consistent
with current best available science regarding the aquatic toxicity of petroleum hydrocarbons. Gradient's
comments identified a number of scientific studies discussing this topic that had not been considered by
CTDEEP and which remain relevant. While Gradient is not aware of any state that has adopted
alternative approaches identified in our 2012 comments (i.e., Target Lipid Model), US EPA Region 4
identifies the Target Lipid Model for deriving surface water and sediment criteria in its Supplemental
Guidance for Risk Assessment (US EPA Region IV, 2015) and MADEP has considered this approach for
assessing sediment toxicity (Battelle, 2007). Therefore, Gradient's previous comment that CTDEEP
should consider the application of newer scientific methods for deriving petroleum SWPC remains
applicable.
Gradient's 2012 comments also noted that CTDEEP's process for selecting specific numeric aquatic life
criteria from the GLI was unclear. Available GLI criteria can range over an order of magnitude, and
CTDEEP did not specify the rationale for selecting certain criteria. Gradient reviewed the most current
version of the GLI database (V2.14 vs. V2.11 used in the 2012 comments) and available criteria have
remained the same. Gradient's previous comments regarding CTDEEP's selection process for chronic
aquatic life criteria remain applicable. CTDEEP should evaluate alternative approaches for assessing the
aquatic toxicity of petroleum hydrocarbons to ensure that it relies on best available science for the
development of SWPC for petroleum compounds.

Comment Section 3.4: Comparison with MADEP MCP Methods 1 GW‐3 Standards
The 2012 Gradient comments provided a comparison of proposed CTDEEP criteria to MADEP MCP
Method 1 GW-3 Standards. The proposed CTDEEP SWPC are 20–2,000 times lower than MADEP's
values, due to CTDEEP's use of different uncertainty factors and by ignoring attenuation of hydrocarbons
5
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in the groundwater environment. The current methods used by MADEP and GW-3 standards are the
same as those identified in Gradient's prior comments. Therefore, Gradient's previous comments on
CTDEEP's SWPC compared to MADEP remain applicable.
In summary, CTDEEP's approach for developing SWPC lacks sufficient justification and methodological
details and does not reflect recent scientific advancements for evaluating the aquatic toxicity of petroleum
substances. Should CTDEEP retain its approach for SWPC, then Gradient's 2012 comments remain
applicable. Overall, we recommend that CTDEEP evaluate more recent approaches for assessing aquatic
toxicity of petroleum compounds, perform a more rigorous analysis of available toxicity information to
limit the use of large uncertainty factors, reconsider proposed SWPC that are based on very limited
toxicity data, and review similar criteria developed by other states to evaluate the appropriateness of its
proposed SWPC.

3

Conclusion

This memorandum provides a review of Gradient's previous comments on CTDEEP's proposed 2012
revisions to the RSRs, specifically groundwater and surface water protection criteria. Gradient's review
confirmed that CTDEEP's 2012 proposal for evaluating PVI is not consistent with recent regulatory
guidance which has moved away from using risk-based screening values to using a vertical distance
screening approach that accounts for biodegradation. Further, CTDEEP's approach to developing SWPC
also does not account for new scientific methods for evaluating exposure and aquatic toxicity of
petroleum substances. Therefore, Gradient's comments on the 2012 proposed RSR revisions remain
applicable and relevant in light of more recent regulatory guidance and information. This memorandum
provides several recommendations for CTDEEP to consider in light of our previous comments and
regulatory guidance and technical developments that have been published since our last comments.
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Executive Summary

The Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (CTDEEP) has proposed selective
amendments to its Remediation Standard Regulations (RSRs), which provide guidance and criteria to
facilitate assessment and remediation of soil and groundwater, as necessary, at certain contaminated sites
within Connecticut. Separately, CTDEEP is providing guidance regarding recommended criteria for use
with the Extractable Petroleum Hydrocarbon/Volatile Petroleum Hydrocarbon/Air-Phase Petroleum
Hydrocarbon (EPH/VPH/APH) Method. Gradient's review focused on proposed RSR amendments
pertaining to Groundwater Volatilization Criteria (GWVC) and Surface Water Protection Criteria
(SWPC) for petroleum hydrocarbons. Our review did not include proposed changes to Direct Exposure
Criteria, Pollutant Mobility Criteria, Soil Vapor Volatilization Criteria, and Groundwater Protection
Criteria for petroleum hydrocarbons or any other proposed changes to the RSRs — as a result, we cannot
comment on their appropriateness or technical accuracy.
Regarding the development of the proposed GWVC, we believe that the CTDEEP should wait for the
upcoming United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) guidance on vapor intrusion for
petroleum compounds. This guidance is due to be released at the end of 2012, and will provide criteria
for conducting petroleum vapor intrusion (PVI) investigations. US EPA's pending guidance should be
reviewed by CTDEEP to ensure consistency of its approach with federal guidance or allow it to clearly
distinguish where its approach differs. As proposed, CTDEEP's approach for developing GWVC
compounds multiple levels of conservatism, often relying on more stringent assumptions than those used
by the US EPA and other states. For example, CTDEEP inappropriately, and inconsistent with US EPA
guidance, lowers the toxicity values that are at the basis of its GWVC by applying a Children's
Vulnerability Factor, an overly conservative assumption, since these toxicity values already account for
potentially enhanced susceptibility of sensitive sub-populations, such as children. Similarly, CTDEEP, in
contrast with other states (e.g., Massachusetts, New Jersey) and the US EPA, ignores the biodegradation
potential of petroleum compounds migrating through the subsurface from groundwater into the overlying
air. The compounded effect of CTDEEP's multiple reliance on overly conservative assumptions is very
stringent criteria that may trigger site investigation and remediation, even though indoor air levels do not
pose a risk to human health or may be consistent with or below background levels. The overly
conservative nature of CTDEEP's proposed GWVC is illustrated by a comparison to similar criteria
published by the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MADEP). CTDEEP's GWVC
for ETPH and EPH/VPH/APH petroleum fractions are 16 to 50 times lower than their MADEP
counterparts.
CTDEEP's derivation of SWPC relies on a methodology, specifically developed for the Great Lakes
ecosystem, which allows development of criteria on the basis of very limited toxicity data. For example,
some of the CTDEEP-proposed criteria are based on only one or two aquatic toxicity studies. This is a
substantially smaller dataset than would be required for the derivation of National Recommended Water
Quality Criteria, where toxicity data for aquatic species belonging to at least eight different families is
needed. CTDEEP's approach compensates for its reliance on limited toxicity data by applying large
uncertainty factors. In addition, and similar to its approach for GWVC, CTDEEP does not account for the
chemical attenuation that will occur in groundwater before potential discharge into surface water. The
compounded effect of several levels of conservatisms in CTDEEP's approach results in very stringent
SWPC that could trigger groundwater investigations and mitigation even though levels do not pose a risk
to the environment. The overly conservative nature of the proposed SWPC is again illustrated by a
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comparison to comparable criteria published by MADEP. CTDEEP's SWPC for ETPH and
EPH/VPH/APH petroleum fractions are 20 to 200 times lower than their MADEP counterparts.
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Introduction

The Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (CTDEEP) has proposed selective
amendments to its Remediation Standard Regulations (RSRs), which provide guidance and criteria to
facilitate assessment and remediation of soil and groundwater, as necessary, at certain contaminated sites
within Connecticut (CTDEEP, 2012). Specifically, CTDEEP is proposing to adopt, within the RSRs,
criteria for use with the Extractable Total Petroleum Hydrocarbon (ETPH) Method. Separately, CTDEEP
is providing guidance regarding recommended criteria for use with the Extractable Petroleum
Hydrocarbon/Volatile Petroleum Hydrocarbon/Air-Phase Petroleum Hydrocarbon (EPH/VPH/APH)
Method. According to CTDEEP, use of such recommended criteria would allow for a rapid review and
approval process for site-specific criteria, although different site-specific criteria may be developed and
submitted for review and approval (CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012a).
Gradient reviewed the proposed amendments and guidance pertaining to criteria for petroleum
hydrocarbons and their technical basis presented in two technical support documents (CTDEEP and
CTDOH, 2012a,b). As detailed in the following sections, our review included the proposed Groundwater
Volatilization Criteria (GWVC) and Surface Water Protection Criteria (SWPC) for use with the ETPH
Method or the EPH/VPH/APH Method.
Gradient's review did not include the following criteria/values discussed in the EPH/VPH/APH technical
support document (CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012a): Direct Exposure Criteria, Pollutant Mobility Criteria,
Groundwater Protection Criteria, Soil Vapor Volatilization Criteria, and the Ceiling Values used as part of
Criteria derivation (Table 3; CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012a). 1 In providing no opinions related to these
criteria/values, Gradient does not implicitly condone them. Moreover, some of our comments on the
SWPC and GWVC in the next sections are similarly relevant to criteria we did not review. For example,
our comments related to the development of target indoor air concentrations (Section 2.2) as part of the
derivation of the GWVC are also relevant to CTDEEP's derivation of Soil Vapor Volatilization Criteria.

1

Ceiling values form the basis for the Residential and Industrial/Commercial Direct Exposure Criteria as well as one of the
Groundwater Protection Criteria (Tables C.2, C.4 and E.2; CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012a); however, the ceiling values do not
impact the final target indoor air concentrations or the GWVC for any of the petroleum fractions. Additional technical
information and discussion related to ceiling values can be found in CTDEP (2003).
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2

Groundwater Volatilization Criteria

CTDEEP's derivation of Groundwater Volatilization Criteria (GWVC) may not be consistent with
pending US Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) guidance on vapor intrusion for petroleum
compounds, which is anticipated to be released at the end of 2012. Further, CTDEEP's proposed
approach compounds several levels of conservatism for deriving both the target indoor air concentrations
(TACs) and the GWVC, which are based on the TACs, resulting in very stringent criteria that may be
below background and trigger unnecessary petroleum vapor intrusion (PVI) investigations and mitigation.
These comments are described in more detail in the following subsections.

2.1

Consistency with US EPA Guidance

Regarding the development of GWVC, we believe that the CTDEEP would benefit from waiting for the
upcoming US EPA guidance on vapor intrusion for petroleum compounds (US EPA, 2011a). This
guidance is due to be released at the end of the year, and will provide criteria for conducting PVI
investigations. We believe that US EPA's pending guidance should be reviewed to ensure consistency of
CTDEEP's assessment framework with federal guidance on this topic.

2.2

Development of Target Indoor Air Concentrations

The GWVC represent allowable concentrations in groundwater that would not result in exceedances of
the TACs. For the currently proposed GWVC, CTDEEP used the equations and associated exposure
assumptions it previously proposed in 2003 (CTDEP, 2003). Similarly, the derivation of the TACs is
based on the CTDEP (2003) proposal with a few minor modifications. These modifications are presented
in Appendix F to the technical support document for petroleum hydrocarbons using the EPH/VPH/APH
and criteria development (CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012a), and are further discussed below.

2.2.1 Children's Vulnerability Factor and Exposure Assumptions
To develop TACs, CTDEEP uses the inhalation toxicity values (RfC-inhalation in milligrams per cubic
meter [mg/m3]) for the various petroleum hydrocarbon fractions (shown in Table F-2 and F-4 of CTDEEP
and CTDOH, 2012a), divides the toxicity values by a Children's Vulnerability Factor (CVF) of 1.75, and
assumes continuous exposure in the case of residential exposure (24 hours per day, 365 days per year).
As further discussed below, the continuous exposure assumption leads to little difference with US EPA's
approach. However, the use of a CVF is overly conservative and inconsistent with current US EPA
guidance.

Children's Vulnerability Factor
CTDEEP incorporates the CVF into its residential TAC calculation to reflect the differential exposure rate
for inhalation exposures between children and adults. Specifically, CTDEEP proposes a CVF of 1.75 to
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account for potentially enhanced susceptibility of children to non-carcinogens. 2 This is not appropriate
for several reasons. For example, as noted by US EPA's Reference Dose/Reference Concentration
Technical Panel, toxicity criteria for non-carcinogens already account for potentially enhanced
susceptibility of sensitive sub-populations, through the application of an intra-species uncertainty factor to
a no observable adverse effect level (NOAEL 3) [following a 10-fold adjustment to account for a lowest
observable adverse effect level (LOAEL 4) to NOAEL] and, if necessary (e.g., to account for lack of a
developmental toxicity study), through application of a database deficiency uncertainty factor (US EPA,
2002a). US EPA has also derived Regional Screening Levels (RSLs) for indoor air based on conservative
exposure parameters and toxicity value factors to produce health-protective criteria for long-term or
chronic exposures (US EPA, 2012a). These chemical-specific concentrations are meant to be
conservative in nature to avoid underestimating risk at a given site. The US EPA Regional Screening
Levels 5 (RSLs) do not incorporate an additional CVF in the calculation of the residential indoor air
screening levels (US EPA, 2012a). Specific comments on CTDEEP's use of the RfC-inhalation for C9C18 as derived by MADEP are discussed further below in Section 2.2.2 (i.e., no additional CVF should be
applied by CTDEEP to the RfC-inhalation previously derived by MADEP since it already accounts for
sensitive sub-populations). Finally, children are not recognized as uniformly more susceptible to
environmental contaminants, and in some cases, may be less susceptible, due to differences in
metabolization and elimination rates between children and adults (ECETOC, 2005). The net effect of the
CVF is to reduce the TACs by approximately 45% for compounds that are non-carcinogens. 6

Exposure Frequency
Several of the exposure assumptions used in the development of the TACs are misstated or more
conservative than necessary. For example, CTDEEP misstates the exposure frequency used in the
derivation of the Industrial/Commercial TAC as 365 days in Table F-3 (CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012a).
Our calculations indicate that an exposure frequency of 250 days per year was used to derive the
Industrial/Commercial TACs listed in Table F-4. This value assumes that an industrial/commercial
worker is present on a site 5 days a week for 50 weeks a year; however, CTDEEP's underlying
assumption is that exposure takes place for 24 hours per day, an overly conservative assumption. For
perspective, US EPA's exposure assumption is 8 hours per day for 250 days per year (US EPA, 2012a)
and would yield TACs that are three times larger than those derived by CTDEEP.
For the Residential TAC calculation, an exposure frequency of 365 days per year is used (Table F-1).
This value is more conservative than the typical exposure frequency of 350 days per year used in US
EPA's guidance for calculating screening levels in residential settings (US EPA, 2011b, 2012a). While
inconsistent with US EPA guidance, CTDEEP's use of a higher exposure frequency for residential
exposures only has a moderate impact on the TAC (i.e., it lowers the Residential TAC by 4%).
2

In the 2003 proposed changes to the GWVCs, a 2-fold adjustment factor was applied to the toxicity values to recognize
children's increased inhalation rate and a second factor to account for children's susceptibility to genotoxic carcinogens (CTDEP,
2003). The adjustments used in 2003 for genotoxic carcinogens were not used in the current criteria development. A CVF,
however, was incorporated into the current GWVC derivation to reflect the additional exposure rate for inhalation between
children and adults.
3
The NOAEL is the highest exposure level or dose at which there are no statistically or biologically significant increases in the
adverse effect of concern between the exposed population and its appropriate control.
4
The LOAEL is the lowest exposure level or dose at which there are statistically or biologically significant increases in the
adverse effect of concern between the exposed population and its appropriate control group.
5
US EPA Regional Screening Levels are generic risk-based values derived from equations that combine conservative exposure
parameters and toxicity values factors that represent a Reasonable Maximum Exposure (RME) scenario for long-term or chronic
exposures. These chemical-specific concentrations are meant to be conservative in nature to avoid underestimating risk at a
given site.
6
Example: The residential TAC for C9-C18 calculated with the CVF (114 μg/m3; Table F-2; CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012a) is
43% lower than the residential TAC calculated without the CVF (i.e., 200 μg/m3 ÷ CVF [1.75] = 114 μg/m3).
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Both the Residential and Industrial/Commercial scenarios contain several exposure parameters that
represent high-end rather than more typical exposure conditions. For exposure time, frequency, and
duration, US EPA generally recommends exposure factors that represent "upper percentile" (e.g., 90th or
95th percentile) exposure factors. As an example of the difference in exposure factors used to represent
high-end versus more typical exposure conditions, an exposure time of 24 hours/day and an exposure
duration of 30 years (an upper bound, 90th percentile) represent the high-end case in residential scenarios,
but an exposure time of 18.4 hours/day (16.4 hours/day spent indoors and 2 hours per day spent outdoors
at the residence) and an exposure duration of 9 years represent a more-typical residential exposure
scenario (US EPA, 1997). In both scenarios, values recommended by US EPA likely over-estimate actual
exposures, given that adults and children spend an average of 6 hours per day away from the residence at
work or school (US EPA, 1997). CTDEEP's underlying assumptions in the TAC calculations are even
more conservative than US EPA recommended values.
To illustrate the compounded effect of CTDEEP's overly conservative exposure assumptions on the
proposed GWVC, consider the C5-C8, C9-C12, and C9-C18 aliphatic fractions as an example. CTDEEP
uses a RfC-inhalation of 0.2 mg/m3, applies a CVF of 1.75 and derives a Residential TAC of 114
micrograms per cubic meter (μg/m3) for each of the above fractions (Table F-2 in CTDEEP and CTDOH,
2012a) Assuming the same RfC-inhalation of 0.2 mg/m3, US EPA would derive an indoor TAC of about
210 μg/m3 on the basis of an exposure of 350 days per year without an additional vulnerability factor.
The TAC value derived using typical US EPA exposure assumptions is almost twice the value proposed
by CTDEEP using their exposure assumptions.

2.2.2 Toxicity Values
The ETPH GWVC is based on the toxicity value for the C9-C18 EPH aliphatic fraction (0.2 mg/m3; see
Tables B-1 and B-2 of CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012b). 7 The Reference Concentration (RfC-inhalation)
for C9-C18 is based on a study identified by MADEP (2003), in which rats were exposed to 0, 2,620, or
5,253 mg/m3 (0, 400 or 800 ppm) Dearomatized White Spirit (DAWS): C7 - C11 for 6 hours/day, 5
days/week for 6 months (Lund et al., 1996). Examinations of neurophysiology, neurobehavior, and
microscopic pathology were performed after an exposure-free period of 2-6 months duration. This study
demonstrated exposure-related changes in somatosensory-evoked potential (SEP), and a decrease in
motor activity during dark periods (MADEP, 2003). No changes in learning and memory functions were
observed. The measurements of the flash-evoked potential (FEP), SEP, and auditory brain stem
responses (ABR) all revealed changes in latency peaks, which reflect the more associative aspects of
sensory processing. According to the authors, the results demonstrated that 6 months of exposure to
DAWS induced long-lasting and possibly irreversible effects in the nervous system of the rat. Although
the "upstream" toxicological effects on FEP, SEP, and ABR identified by Lund et al. (1996) are connected to
impairments of memory and learning, the authors did not observe impairment to behavior, learning, or
memory resulting from exposures to high concentrations of DAWS. Furthermore, the clinical significance of
these measurements (i.e. FEP, SEP, and ABR) in humans are unknown. Further, no NOAEL was observed
in this study. MADEP (2003) identified a LOAEL of 2,620 mg/m3 (400 ppm) and calculated an RfCinhalation of 0.2 mg/m3 by adjusting the LOAEL for continuous exposure (2,620 mg/m3 x 6 hours/day x 5
days/7 days = 468 mg/m3) and applying an uncertainty factor of 3,000 (10 for human variability, 10 for
animal to human extrapolation, 10 for adjusting from LOAEL to NOAEL, and 3 to adjust for less than
lifetime exposure). MADEP (2003) applied an uncertainty factor of 3 instead of a more typical
uncertainty factor of 10 for subchronic to chronic extrapolation given the six month exposure duration.
The combined uncertainty factor of 3,000 accounts for the potentially enhanced susceptibility of sensitive
7

In its Table B-2, the ETPH Technical Support Document provides toxicity values for several petroleum hydrocarbon fractions.
The units of the RfC-inhalation are misstated in Table B-2 and should be mg/m3 and not mg/kg/d.
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populations, such as children. As discussed earlier, an additional Children's Vulnerability Factor is
therefore not needed to adjust the RfC-inhalation.
CTDEEP's proposed GWVC for ETPH is based on the TAC for C9-C18 aliphatics (See Tables B-1 and B2 of CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012b). CTDEEP's selection of a risk-based criteria value for ETPH is based
on toxicity data discussed above from MADEP for the C7-C11 range (i.e., Lund et al., 1996 rat exposure
study with DAWS). The use of a fraction-specific surrogate toxicity value relies on the underlying
assumption that the composition of the fraction to which a receptor is exposed will not vary significantly
from the surrogate tested (TPH Criteria Working Group, 1997). In this case, the use of toxicity
information obtained for the C7-C11 range to represent the entire C9-C36 ETPH range is overly
conservative and it would be preferable to use a more representative range. The TPH Criteria Working
Group (1997) has identified RfCs ranging from 0.9-1.0 mg/m3 for TPHs within the C7-C16 range based on
five studies of DAWS, Isoparaffin, and JP-8 jet fuel. The TPH Criteria Working Group (1997)
recommends an inhalation RfC for the C>8 to C16 aliphatic range of 1.0 mg/m3 based on the C9-C16 range
investigated in the JP-8 jet fuel research. This value is 5-fold greater than the toxicity criteria used by
CTDEEP, demonstrating their conservative nature.
The toxicity values selected by CTDEEP for use in deriving petroleum hydrocarbon criteria using the
EPH/VPH/APH methodologies (Table 2 in CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012a) were also reviewed.


The inhalation RfC for the C5-C8 aliphatic range is based on an outdated RfC for n-hexane
derived by US EPA (1990, as cited by US EPA, 2008). The US EPA (1990, as cited in US EPA,
2008) inhalation RfC for n-hexane was based on an occupational exposure study where subjects
of the study were exposed to both n-hexane and acetone. US EPA indicates that recent data show
that coexposure to acetone potentiates n-hexane metabolism and neurotoxicity. In 2005, US EPA
reevaluated the inhalation RfC for n-hexane because the incidence or severity of neurotoxic
changes forming the basis for the 0.2 mg/m3 RfC may have been the result of this coexposure to
both solvents (US EPA, 2005, 2008). The reevalaution identified an adjusted benchmark
concentration of 215 mg/m3 based on a subchronic inhalation rat study with a critical effect of
peripheral neuropathy (US EPA, 2005, 2008). A final RfC of 0.7 mg/m3 was calculated by
applying an uncertainty factor of 300 (10 for human variability, 3 for interspecies differences, 3
for database deficiencies, and 3 to adjust for less than lifetime exposure). US EPA's updated
toxicity criteria for n-hexane is 3.5 fold greater than the toxicity criteria used by CTDEEP in the
risk-based criteria portion of the TAC for the C5-C8 aliphatic range.



The inhalation RfC for the C9-C12 aliphatic fraction is based on the Lund et al. (1996) study,
discussed earlier. CTDEEP's use of the CVF, along with the combined uncertainty factor of
3,000 results in an overly conservative risk-based criteria and subsequent GWVC.



The inhalation RfCs for the C9-C10 and C11-C22 aromatic ranges are based on RfCs for
trimethylbenzenes derived by US EPA and MADEP (US EPA, 2012b; MADEP, 2003). US EPA
has identified inhalation RfCs of 0.005 mg/m3 for 1,2,3-trimethylbenzene and 0.007 mg/m3 for
1,2,4-trimethylbenzene, while MADEP has identified an RfC of 0.02 mg/m3 trimethylbenzene
isomers (US EPA, 2012b; MADEP, 2003). CTDEEP selected an inhalation RfC of 0.025 mg/m3
as a central tendency estimate based on the US EPA and MADEP trimethylbenzene values. US
EPA's recent review of toxicological information for 1,2,4- and 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene supports
the use of an inhalation RfC of 0.025 mg/m3 for the trimethylbenzenes (US EPA, 2012c).
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2.2.3 Background Concentrations
CTDEEP considers background or reference conditions in its calculation of the TACs. Table F-2 of the
CTDEEP and CTDOH (2012a) document provides indoor air concentrations called "reference
conditions," which correspond to 75th percentile background concentrations obtained from a report on
typical concentrations of various contaminants found in residential indoor air published by MADEP
(2008). MADEP's background concentrations for the petroleum fractions were derived from a study by
Rago et al. (2005, as cited by MADEP, 2008), which included 100 samples.
We believe CTDEEP should not exclusively rely on one published background study – albeit a
comprehensive one – and should also review other studies or consider developing its own background
study relevant to Connecticut residences. For example, the Maine Department of Environmental
Protection (MEDEP) recently released its own study on petroleum compounds in background indoor air
(MEDEP, 2012). For the C9-C12 aliphatic fraction, MEDEP reports a 75th percentile residential
background indoor air concentration of 140 μg/m3, a value greater than the 110 μg/m3 found in the
MADEP's study and used by CTDEEP. For the C9-C10 aromatic fraction, MEDEP reports a 75th
percentile residential background indoor air concentration of 18 μg/m3 compared to a value of 10 μg/m3
used by CTDEEP for the C9-C10 aromatic fraction and, by extrapolation, for the C11-C22 aromatic fraction.
If CTDEEP were to rely on the MEDEP study, the values of 140 and 18 μg/m3 would be larger than the
corresponding TACs it developed for those compounds (i.e., 114 and 14 μg/m3, respectively, see Table F2). Similarly, the Montana Department of Environmental Quality (MTDEQ) recently published a
background indoor air quality study that provides data for several petroleum fractions (MTDEQ, 2012).
In this study, the 75th percentile for the C5-C8 aliphatic fraction is 160 μg/m3 compared to the value of 130
μg/m3 found in the MADEP's study and used by CTDEEP as the TAC for this fraction.
The MADEP study does not provide a background indoor air concentration for the C9-C18 aliphatic
fraction. Consequently, CTDEEP defaulted to the C9-C12 aliphatic fraction background indoor air
concentration of 110 μg/m3 (Table F-2 in CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012a). We believe this approach
likely underestimates contributions from petroleum compounds within the C13-C18 aliphatic fraction to
background indoor air. While heavier hydrocarbon fractions are less likely to volatilize and be present in
background air, it is reasonable to assume that reference conditions for the entire C9-C18 fraction and its
corresponding TAC could be higher.
For industrial/commercial settings, CTDEEP uses the 90th percentile residential background indoor air
concentration from the MADEP study. Three out of five of the petroleum hydrocarbon fractions have
90th percentile residential background indoor air levels that exceed their respective risk-based criteria for
industrial/commercial settings, such that residential background indoor air levels end up driving the final
industrial/commercial TACs for those fractions (i.e., C5-C8 aliphatic; C9-C10 aromatic; C11-C22 aromatic in
Table F-4 in CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012a). There is no solid basis for using a residential measurement
in an industrial/commercial setting where background air quality may be different. Consequently, we
believe that industrial/commercial background studies should be used instead to support the development
of appropriate reference conditions. As currently proposed, CTDEEP's approach could trigger PVI
investigations and mitigation at industrial/commercial sites even though indoor air levels may be
consistent with background contributions.

2.3

Development of the Groundwater Volatilization Criteria

The ETPH Technical Support Document (CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012b) indicates that the risk-based
GWVC have been selected as the lowest risk-based criteria from the three petroleum hydrocarbon
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fractions, as presented in the EPH/VPH/APH Technical Support Document (CTDEEP and CTDOH,
2012a). Table G-5 in the EPH/VPH/APH Technical Support Document shows the C9-C18 aliphatic
fraction as having the lowest Residential risk-based criteria (i.e., 23.92 μg/L). However, this value is
different from the corresponding Residential risk-based criterion for use with the ETPH Method (i.e.,
83.17 μg/L in Table B-1). Likewise, the Industrial/Commercial risk-based criterion in Table G-6 of the
EPH/VPH/APH Technical Support Document (i.e., 153.07 μg/L) is different from the value reported in
Table B-2 of the ETPH Technical Support Document (i.e., 255.02 μg/L). Unfortunately, it is not possible
to reproduce these values from the information provided in both technical documents. We recommend
that CTDEEP provide the full calculations used to derive these GWVC.
The final GWVC reported in the EPH/VPH/APH Technical Support Document are derived on the basis of
the TACs using Johnson and Ettinger modeling (see Tables G-1 and G-2; CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012a).
Specifically, the risk-based GWVC, calculated for each hydrocarbon fraction using the Johnson and
Ettinger model, is compared to the expected analytical reporting limit, and the larger of both values is
used as the final GWVC. For the residential setting (Table G-5), the three aliphatic fractions have final
criteria corresponding to the analytical reporting limit of 100 μg/L since the risk-based criteria using
Johnson and Ettinger modeling are lower (i.e., 23.92, 25.39, and 34.53 μg/L, see Table G-5 or Table 2.1
below).
Each risk-based criterion is obtained by dividing the TAC by the Henry's Law dimensionless constant (H)
and a groundwater-to-indoor air attenuation factor (α), which is obtained using the Johnson and Ettinger
model. We did not attempt to reproduce the Johnson and Ettinger model calculations; however, we backcalculated the value of the term α × H (see Table 2.1) based on the information provided in CTDEEP's
technical document (CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012a). CTDEEP does not indicate the actual values used
for H, but specifies a typical range of 0.01 to 1.0 (see Table G-4). Assuming that H is equal to 1.0 for
each of the three aliphatic fractions, we derive attenuation factors α ranging from 3.76 × 10-3 to
4.81 × 10-3 (see Table 2.1). These attenuation factors would be considered very conservative. For
perspective, US EPA typically assumes 1 × 10-3 as a generally conservative, generic groundwater-toindoor air attenuation factor (US EPA, 2002b, 2011b, 2012d). The US EPA vapor intrusion database
study for chlorinated VOCs in residential buildings (US EPA, 2012e) indicates that the 95th percentile of
groundwater-to-indoor air attenuation factor is 1.2 × 10-3, meaning that the attenuation factor is less than
that value for 19 out of 20 groundwater-indoor air pairs within the database. The study also reports a
median groundwater-to-indoor air attenuation factor of 7.4 × 10-5. While these values apply to
chlorinated VOCs, further attenuation would be anticipated for petroleum compounds in consideration of
the prevalence of aerobic biodegradation in the vadose zone (US EPA, 2012f), a mechanism that is not
accounted for in the Johnson and Ettinger model. In its vapor intrusion guidance, New Jersey
incorporates an additional aerobic biodegradation attenuation factor of 0.1 for petroleum-related
compounds on top of the base attenuation factor (NJDEP, 2012). Vermont uses an additional aerobic
biodegradation attenuation factor of 0.01 (VTDEC, 2012).
Massachusetts also accounts for
biodegradation in its derivation (see Section 2.4). Overall, we would recommend using an attenuation
factor of at least 1 × 10-4. Assuming a Henry's Law constant of about 1.0 for the three aliphatic fractions,
the risk-based GWVC shown in Table G-5 of the EPH/VPH/APH Technical Support Document would
increase to about 1,150 to 1,300 μg/L on the basis of the TACs shown in Table F-4. These values would
exceed the analytical reporting level of 100 μg/L and, therefore, be used as final residential GWVC.
Additionally, if residential TACs were 210 μg/m3 (instead of 114 μg/m3) for the three aliphatic fractions,
a value consistent with US EPA's typical exposure assumptions (see Section 2.2.1), a groundwater
attenuation factor of 1 × 10-4 and a Henry's Law constant of 1.0 would yield a residential risk-based
criterion of 2,100 μg/L instead of 23.92-34.53 μg/L (Table G-5; CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012a).
Supporting calculations are provided in Table 2.2. We would suggest an analogous approach for the
industrial/commercial setting, which would yield GWVC on the order of 9 mg/L for the aliphatic
Gradient
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fractions (Table 2.2). Similarly, Residential and Industrial/Commercial GWVC on the order of about 2
and 9 mg/L, respectively, would seem more appropriate than the GWVC of 250 μg/L currently proposed
in the ETPH Technical Support Documents (Table B-1; CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012b).

2.4

Comparison with MADEP MCP Method 1 GW-2 Standards

Table 2.3 presents a comparison between the CTDEEP GWVC and the Massachusetts Contingency Plan
(MCP) Method 1 GW-2 standards, which were developed by MADEP assuming volatilization of
groundwater contaminants into indoor air and apply to groundwater that is considered a potential source
of indoor air contamination (MADEP, 2012a). The ratio of GW-2 standards to residential GWVC ranges
from 16 to 50 depending on the petroleum hydrocarbon fraction, indicating that the CTDEEP GWVC are
lower than the MADEP GW-2 by at least one order of magnitude.
Similar to the CTDEEP GWVC, the MADEP GW-2 standards were developed using the Johnson and
Ettinger model (MADEP, 2012a). The approach used by MADEP, which is summarized in Table 2.4, is
generally comparable to that used by CTDEEP. For instance, the target groundwater values derived by
MADEP for the three aliphatic fractions range from 31.2 to 40.3 μg/L (Table 2.4) and are equivalent to
the CTDEEP residential risk-based GWVC ranging from 23.92 to 34.53 μg/L (Table G-5; CTDEEP and
CTDOH, 2012a).
For the three aliphatic fractions, however, MADEP applies "professional judgment" and raises the target
groundwater values by about two orders of magnitude to obtain GW-2 standards of 3,000 and 5,000 μg/L
(Table 2.4). MADEP quotes a state-wide attenuation factor study to justify the increase (Fitzpatrick and
Fitzgerald, 1996). In this study, the authors presented attenuation data between groundwater and soil gas
and between soil gas and indoor air for selected VOCs. Data for benzene were presented as a surrogate
for petroleum (i.e., non-chlorinated) VOCs. The authors reported considerable attenuation in benzene
concentrations from groundwater to soil gas with benzene in soil gas only a fraction (5 × 10-4 on average)
of the value that would be derived using equilibrium partitioning and the dimensionless Henry's Law
constant. Combined with an average soil gas-to-indoor air attenuation factor of 2.8 × 10-5 for benzene,
Fitzpatrick and Fitzgerald (1996) obtained groundwater-to-indoor air attenuation factors on the order of
1.4 × 10-8, which are about three orders of magnitude less than attenuation factors derived using Johnson
and Ettinger modeling (Table 2.4). As a result of this study, MADEP derived GW-2 standards for
aliphatic fractions that were about two orders of magnitude larger than the target groundwater values
obtained by modeling (Table 2.4). The final GW-2 standards for the three aliphatic fractions correspond
to groundwater-to-indoor air attenuation factors ranging from about 1 × 10-6 to 5 × 10-7, which are orders
of magnitude below those used by CTDEEP.
In contrast to MADEP's approach, CTDEEP raised the risk-based groundwater values for the three
aliphatic fractions by a modest factor of about 3 to account for analytical reporting levels (Table G-5;
CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012a). The final CTDEEP GWVC values of 100 μg/L are more than one order
of magnitude below those derived by MADEP (Table 2.3). CTDEEP's approach ignores Fitzpatrick and
Fitzgerald (1996) observations and conclusion that considerable groundwater-to-indoor air attenuation
should be expected for petroleum constituents. These GWVC may therefore trigger unnecessary vapor
intrusion investigations that could otherwise be avoided should less conservative—but nevertheless
health-protective—criteria be used.
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Table 2.1 CTDEEP Residential Target Indoor Air Concentration (TAC) and Risk-Based Groundwater
Volatilization Criteria (GWVC)
Chemical
Name

Residential
[a]
TAC
3
(µg/m )

C5-C8 Aliphatic

130

C9-C12 Aliphatic

115

C9-C18 Aliphatic

115

C19-C36 Aliphatic

Not volatile

C9-C10 Aromatic

15

C11-C22 Aromatic

15

Risk-Based
Residential
[b]
GWVC
(µg/L)

Back-calculated
Value of
αH
(dimensionless)

34.53
(adjusted to
analytical reporting
limit of 100)
25.39
(adjusted to
analytical reporting
limit of 100)
23.92
(adjusted to
analytical reporting
limit of 100)
—

3.76 x 10

449.09
(rounded to 450)
1,709.43
(rounded to 1710)

3.34 x 10

-3

Back-calculated
Value of α
Assuming
[c]
H = 0.01
(dimensionless)
-1
3.76 x 10

-3

4.53 x 10

4.81 x 10

-3

—

4.53 x 10

-1

4.53 x 10

4.81 x 10

-1

4.81 x 10

—

—

-5

3.34 x 10

-6

8.77 x 10

8.77 x 10

Back-calculated
Value of α
Assuming
[c]
H = 1.0
(dimensionless)
-3
3.76 x 10

-3

-3

-3

3.34 x 10

-5

-4

8.77 x 10

-6

Notes:
[a] Final criteria taken from Table F-2 of EPH/VPH/APH Technical Support Document (CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012a).
[b] Risk-based criteria in Table G-5, which we assumed were calculated using the equations in Table G-1 (volatilization criteria
3
formulas), including: GWVC (µg/L) = TAC / (1,000 L/m x α x H), where H is the dimensionless Henry's Law constant and α is the
groundwater-to-indoor air attenuation factor.
[c] The EPH/VPH/APH Technical Support Document cites a typical range of Henry's Law constant of 0.01 to 1.0 (see Table G-4).
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Table 2.2 Alternative Target Indoor Air Concentration (TAC) and Groundwater Volatilization Criteria
(GWVC) Using More Appropriate Exposure and Volatilization Assumptions
Toxicity
[a]
Value
3
(mg/m )

Chemical
Name

C5-C8 Aliphatic

0.2

C9-C12 Aliphatic

0.2

C9-C18 Aliphatic

0.2

C19-C36 Aliphatic
C9-C10 Aromatic

Not volatile
0.025

C11-C22 Aromatic

0.025

Alternative
Residential
[Industrial/
Commercial]
[b]
TAC
3
(µg/m )

Assumed Value of
αH
[c]
(dimensionless)

210
[e]
[880]
210
[e]
[880]
210
[e]
[880]
—
26
[110]
26
[110]

-4

1 x 10

-4

1 x 10

-4

1 x 10

—
-5
1 x 10
-5

1 x 10

Total Petroleum
Hydrocarbons (TPH)

Alternative
Risk-Based
Residential
[Industrial/
Commercial]
[d]
GWVC
(µg/L)
2,100
[8,800]
2,100
[8,800]
2,100
[8,800]
2,600
[11,000]
2,600
[11,000]
[f]
2,100
[8,800]

Notes:
[a] Toxicity values from Table F-2 of EPH/VPH/APH Technical Support Document (CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012a).
[b] Computed using US EPA typical exposure assumptions, i.e., exposure of 350 days per year without CVF for Residential
exposures, and 8 hours per day for 250 days per year for Industrial/Commercial exposures (see Section 2.2.1; compare to
TAC values listed in Tables F-2 and F-4 in CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012a).
-4
[c] Assumes a groundwater-to-indoor air attenuation factor (α) of 1 x10 for petroleum compounds and a Henry's law
constant (H) of 1.0 for aliphatic fractions and 0.1 for aromatic fractions.
3
[d] Computed as: GWVC (µg/L) = TAC / (1,000 L/m x α x H; compare to values listed in Tables G-5 and G-6 in CTDEEP and
CTDOH, 2012a).
3
3
[e] The value of 880 μg/m exceeds the indoor air ceiling value of 500 μg/m proposed by CTDEEP (Table 3; CTDEEP and
CTDOH, 2012a).
[f] Computed as the lowest risk-based criterion fror the three EPH fractions (i.e., C9-C18 Aliphatic, C19-C36 Aliphatic, and C11C22 Aromatic).

Table 2.3 Comparison of CTDEEP Groundwater Volatilization Criteria (GWVC) and MADEP MCP
Method 1 GW-2 Standards
Chemical
Name

CTDEEP
Residential GWVC
(µg/L)

CTDEEP
Industrial/Commercial
GWVC
(µg/L)

Total Petroleum
Hydrocarbons (TPH)
C5-C8 Aliphatic
C9-C12 Aliphatic
C9-C18 Aliphatic
C19-C36 Aliphatic
C9-C10 Aromatic
C11-C22 Aromatic

250
(CT ETPH Method)
100
100
100
N/A
450
1,710

250
(CT ETPH Method)
215
160
155
N/A
3,300
12,000

MADEP
MCP Method 1
GW-2
[a]
Standards
(µg/L)
5,000
3,000
5,000
5,000
N/A
7,000
50,000

Ratio of GW-2
Standards to
Residential
GWVC
20
30
50
50
–
16
29

Note:
[a] Source: MADEP (2012b). 310 CMR 40.0974(2) Table 1.
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Table 2.4 Development of MADEP MCP Method 1 GW-2 Standards
Chemical
Name
Total Petroleum
Hydrocarbons (TPH)
C5-C8 Aliphatic
C9-C12 Aliphatic
C9-C18 Aliphatic
C19-C36 Aliphatic
C9-C10 Aromatic
C11-C22 Aromatic

Target Indoor
Air Level
3
(µg/m )

Groundwaterto-indoor Air
Attenuation
[a]
Factor α
(dimensionless)

Henry's Law
Constant H
(dimensionless)

Target
Groundwater
[b]
Value
(µg/L)

GW-2
Standard
(µg/L)
[c]

5,000
85
90
80
Not volatile
80
50

-5

7.56 x 10
-5
7.19 x 10
-5
7.19 x 10
—
-5
7.20 x 10
-5
6.77 x 10

27.9
33.6
35.6
—
0.1704
0.0155

40.3
37.3
31.2
—
6,520
47,650

[d]

3,000
[d]
5,000
[d]
5,000
—
[e]
7,000
[e]
50,000

Notes:
[a] Calculated using Johnson and Ettinger model and incorporating an additional attenuation factor of 0.1 on top of the base
attenuation factor to account for aerobic degradation of petroleum compounds.
3
3
[b] Calculated using the following equation: Target GW Value (µg/L) = Target Indoor Air Level (μg/m ) / (1,000 L/m x α x H).
[c] Corresponds to the lowest of the EPH fractions (C9-C18 Aliphatic, C19-C36 Aliphatic, or C11-C22 Aromatic).
[d] Values reportedly adjusted based on professional judgment on the basis of information presented in Fitzpatrick and
Fitzgerald (1996).
[e] Rounded up target groundwater values.
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3

Surface Water Protection Criteria

CTDEEP's derivation of Surface Water Protection Criteria (SWPC) on the basis of surrogate chemicals
and the Tier 2 methodology developed for the Great Lakes ecosystem is not adequately documented, not
considered appropriate, not reflective of the best available science regarding petroleum hydrocarbon
toxicity to aquatic organisms, and results in criteria that are at one to two orders of magnitude lower than
similar criteria promulgated by MADEP, as discussed in the following sections.

3.1

Development of Surface Water Protection Criteria

CTDEEP developed chronic aquatic life criteria (Table C-1 in CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012b; Table H-1
in CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012a) using chemical surrogates for different petroleum hydrocarbon
fractions and relying on either:


The Tier 2 methodology established in the Final Water Quality Guidance for the Great Lakes
System (US EPA, 1995) and aquatic toxicity data obtained from US EPA's EcoTox Database (US
EPA, 2010); or



Tier 2 criteria previously developed by Great Lakes states as compiled in the Great Lakes
Initiative (GLI) Clearing House Database. 8

The chronic aquatic life criteria were subsequently multiplied by a default dilution factor of 10 and
compared to analytical reporting levels for the ETPH or EPH/VPH/APH analytical methods. In cases
where the chronic aquatic life criteria, multiplied by 10, is lower than the analytical reporting level, the
reporting level is proposed as the SWPC.

3.2

Great Lakes Initiative Tier 2 Methodology

While the GLI Tier 2 methodology, which CTDEEP relies on to derive chronic aquatic life criteria, may
be appropriate for developing ecological screening levels for surface water (for instance, to be used in a
screening-level risk assessment), this approach is considered too conservative for the purpose of setting
SWPC. The approach is also inconsistent with data quality requirements for the development of National
Recommended Water Quality Criteria (US EPA, 1995).
The Tier 2 methodology was developed by US EPA in response to statutory requirements in the Clean
Water Act that specifically pertain to the Great Lakes ecosystem (US EPA, 1995). The GLI methodology
is used to develop surface water standards for chemicals that lack sufficient toxicity data for the
development of a Tier 1 value. In the Tier 2 approach, multiple uncertainty factors are applied to
extrapolate from acute toxicity data to a chronic water quality criterion. The primary uncertainty factors
include a secondary acute factor (SAF) and an acute to chronic ratio (ACR). The SAF varies from 4.3 to
21.9 based on the number of families present in the underlying toxicity database. The ACR is either
developed using available toxicity information or, if absent, applies a default value of 18. Thus, if only a
minimum toxicity data set is available (i.e., one acute toxicity data point), a total uncertainty factor of 394
8

The GLI Clearinghouse Database is available for download at http://www.epa.gov/gliclearinghouse/download_gli.htm.
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(SAF = 21.9 multiplied by an ACR = 18) could be applied. This methodology results in the use of large
uncertainty factors for limited toxicity data sets, as can be observed in the uncertainty factors applied by
CTDEEP (CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012a) to chemical surrogates reported in Table H-2 (i.e., ranging from
126 to 394).
The CTDEEP did not comment on whether the GLI methodology is appropriate for setting SWPC, nor
whether the existing data are sufficient and reliable for applying this method. In addition, the Tier 2
methodology was only included to be used by Great Lakes States and Tribes in the absence of the full
dataset needed to meet Tier 1 data requirements. Given that Tier 2 aquatic life criteria are developed
based on a much smaller toxicity dataset, Great Lakes States and Tribes are not required to use the Tier 2
methodology to adopt numeric criteria into their water quality standards. CTDEEP does not indicate this
fact or discuss how reliance on a much smaller dataset is appropriate for development of SWPC as part of
the CT RSRs. For example, some of the CTDEEP-proposed aquatic life criteria are based on only one
(e.g., cyclododecane) or two (e.g., decane, 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene, 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene) aquatic
toxicity studies. This is a substantially smaller dataset than required for the derivation of Tier 1 criteria or
National Recommended Water Quality Criteria, where toxicity data for aquatic species belonging to at
least eight different families is needed (US EPA, 1995).

3.3

Surrogate Selection and Criteria Compilation from the GLI Database

CTDEEP relies on one or more surrogate chemicals for each petroleum hydrocarbon fraction to derive
chronic aquatic life criteria (CTDEEP-selected surrogates are shown in Table H-1 in CTDEEP and
CTDOH, 2012a). CTDEEP does not provide a rationale for the selection of these surrogates, nor does it
indicate whether alternative surrogates could have been selected that are potentially more data rich and
allow for the development of more robust criteria (i.e., Tier 1 criteria). CTDEEP also does not discuss the
appropriateness, or cite regulatory precedent, for using individual surrogate chemicals for developing
aquatic life criteria for petroleum hydrocarbon fractions.
A significant body of literature regarding the aquatic toxicity of petroleum hydrocarbon mixtures has
become available in the past 10 to 15 years. For example, based on the assumption of additivity of effects
for nonpolar chemicals acting via a narcotic mode of action (such as petroleum hydrocarbons), a
significant number of studies have predicted the toxicity of "hydrocarbon blocks". These blocks are
hydrocarbons grouped based on similarity of physicochemical and degradation properties and the
approach is referred to as the "hydrocarbon block method". The aquatic toxicity of these blocks is
typically estimated using the Target Lipid Model which is an extension of the Critical Body Burden
hypothesis that assumes that the effect occurs when the total body burden of an organism (in this case, the
critical target lipid body burden, inferred from the aqueous concentration and octanol-water partitioning
coefficient) reaches a certain threshold level. The approach proposed by CTDEEP to develop SWPC for
petroleum hydrocarbons is not consistent with current best available science regarding the aquatic toxicity
of petroleum hydrocarbons and, therefore, there appears no justification for CTDEEP's use of surrogates
and the limited Tier 2 methodology. CTDEEP should consider revising its approach or provide further
justification of its current approach based on a review of the pertinent technical literature on petroleum
hydrocarbon aquatic toxicity, a small subset of which is provided here for informational purposes:


Di Toro, DM; McGrath, JA; Hansen, DJ. 2000. "Technical basis for narcotic chemicals and
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon criteria. I. Water and tissue." Env. Tox. Chem. 19(8):1951-1970.



MacLeod, M; McKone, TE; Foster, KL; Maddalena, RL; Parkerton, TF; Mackay, D. 2004.
"Applications of contaminant fate and bioaccumulation models in assessing ecological risks of
chemicals: A case study for gasoline hydrocarbons." Environ. Sci. Technol. 38(23):6225-6233.
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McGrath, JA; Di Toro, DM. 2009. "Validation of the target lipid model for toxicity assessment of
residual petroleum constituents: Monocyclic and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons." Env. Tox.
Chem. 28(6):1130-1148.



McGrath, JA; Parkerton, TF; Di Toro, DM. 2004. "Application of the narcosis target lipid model
to algal toxicity and deriving predicted-no-effect concentrations." Env. Tox. Chem. 23(10):25032517.



McGrath, JA; Parkerton, TF; Hellweger, FL; Di Toro, DM. 2005. "Validation of the narcosis
target lipid model for petroleum products: Gasoline as a case study." Env. Tox. Chem.
24(9):2382-2394.



Redman, A; Grath, J; Febbo, E; Parkerton, T; Letinski, D; Connelly, M; Winkelmann, D; Di
Toro, D. 2007. "Application of the target lipid model for deriving predicted no-effect
concentrations for wastewater organisms." Env. Tox. Chem. 26(11):2317-2331.



Redman, AD; Parkerton, TF; McGrath, JA; Di Toro, DM. 2012. "PETROTOX: An aquatic
toxicity model for petroleum substances." Env. Tox. Chem. (Epub).



US EPA. 2003. "Procedures for the Derivation of Equilibrium Partitioning Sediment Benchmarks
(ESBs) for the Protection of Benthic Organisms: PAH Mixtures." Office of Research and
Development, EPA/600/R-02/013.

We also evaluated the appropriateness of the Tier 2 chronic aquatic life criteria compiled by CTDEEP
from the GLI database version 2.11.9 Specifically, the CTDEEP-compiled Tier 2 criteria were compared
to all available Tier 2 criteria for the selected surrogate chemicals from the most recent version of the GLI
database (Table 3.1). As shown in Table 3.1, Tier 2 criteria developed by different Great Lakes states for
the same surrogate chemical can differ significantly, by as much as two orders of magnitude in some
cases (i.e., anthracene). In fact, with the exception of pyrene, the average Tier 2 criteria in the current
GLI database are equal to or greater than those selected by CTDEEP, indicating that CTDEEP must have
executed some type of professional judgment in selecting criteria from the GLI database. However,
CTDEEP does not provide a rationale for why it selected certain criteria from the GLI database.

3.4

Comparison with MADEP MCP Method 1 GW-3 Standards

Table 3.2 presents a comparison between the proposed CTDEEP SWPC and the MCP Method 1 GW-3
standards, which were developed by MADEP and are intended to address the adverse ecological effects
that could result from discharge of oil or hazardous material to surface water (MADEP, 2012c). The ratio
of GW-3 standards to SWPC ranges from 20 to 200 depending on the petroleum hydrocarbon fraction,
indicating that the CTDEEP SWPC are lower than the MADEP GW-3 by one to two orders of magnitude
(see Table 3.2).
Similar to the CTDEEP GWVC, the MADEP GW-3 standards were developed by compiling aquatic
toxicity data for chemical surrogates for each hydrocarbon fraction from US EPA's ECOTOX database or
alternative sources if no data were available in ECOTOX. For example, the lowest ecologically-based
criteria derived by MADEP for the four aliphatic fractions range from 250 to 2,100 μg/L (Table 3.2) and
are equivalent to the CTDEEP chronic aquatic life water quality criteria ranging from 20 to 77 μg/L
(Table H-1, CTDEEP and CTDOH, 2012a). Even though MADEP and CTDEEP rely on identical
chemical surrogates and toxicity studies to derive these values, MADEP applies an uncertainty factor of

9

A more recent version 2.12 of the GLI database was published in April 2012 (US EPA, 2012g).
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10 to the lowest acute toxicity value for each surrogate, whereas CTDEEP applies uncertainty factors
ranging from 126 to 394 in accordance with the Tier 2 methodology (US EPA, 1995).
Similar to CTDEEP's approach, MADEP also applies a 10-fold groundwater to surface water dilution
factor. However, in contrast to CTDEEP's approach, MADEP additionally applies a groundwater
attenuation factor of 2.5, 25 or 100, estimated on the basis of the organic carbon partitioning coefficient
(Koc). As a result, MADEP derives target groundwater values ranging from 5,000 to 1,800,000 μg/L,
several orders of magnitude above the risk-based SWPC developed by CTDEEP. Where exceeding
50,000 μg/L, MADEP reduces the target groundwater value to 50,000 μg/L to derive the final GW-3
standard. Similar to its approach to derive GWVC, CTDEEP ignores that considerable chemical
attenuation should be expected (in this case, chemical attenuation in groundwater before release into a
receiving surface water). These SWPC may therefore trigger unnecessary groundwater investigations and
potential remediation that could otherwise be avoided should less conservative—but nevertheless
environmentally-protective—criteria be used.
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Table 3.1 CTDEEP Chronic Aquatic Life Criteria Compared to Alternative Chronic Aquatic Life Criteria in the Great Lakes Initiative (GLI) Database
Analyte

CAS Number

Petroleum
Hydrocarbon
Fraction

Hexane

110-54-3

C5-C8 Aliphatic

Chronic
Criterion
(μg/L)
20

Decane

124-18-5

C9-C18 Aliphatic

Cyclodecane

293-96-9

Trimethylbenzene, 1,2,4-

[b,c]

GLI V2.12

[a]

CTDEEP

NA

Chronic
Criterion
(μg/L)
NA

77

NA

NA

C19-C36 Aliphatic

53

NA

NA

95-63-6

C9-C10 Aromatic

15

21

15

OH (2006)

15.41

WI (2002)

Trimethylbenzene, 1,3,5-

108-67-8

C9-C10 Aromatic

26

26

26

OH (2006)

25.68

WI (2002)

Acenaphthene

83-32-9

C11-C22 Aromatic

15

16

15

OH (2006)

27

IN (1997)

5.3

NY (1998)

Anthracene

120-12-7

C11-C22 Aromatic

0.0253

1.13

0.02

OH (2006)

0.0253

WI (2008)

3.8

NY (1998)

Fluoranthene

206-44-0

C11-C22 Aromatic

0.914

1.77

0.8

OH (2006)

3.6

IN (2001)

0.914

WI (2008)

Fluorene

86-73-7

C11-C22 Aromatic

3.23

6.30

19

OH (2006)

2.4

IN (1997)

3.23

Phenanthrene

85-01-8

C11-C22 Aromatic

1.4

2.6

2.3

OH (2006)

0.93

IN (1997

Pyrene

129-00-0

C11-C22 Aromatic

7.78

5.66

4.6

OH (2006)

7.78

WI (2007)

Mean

[d]

State

Chronic
Criterion
(μg/L)

State

Chronic
Criterion
(μg/L)

State

33

NY (1998)

Chronic
Criterion
(μg/L)

State

0.68

IN
(1997)

WI (2007)

0.54

3.403

WI (2004)

1.4

NY
(1998)
MI
(2007)

4.6

NY (1998)

Chronic
Criterion
(μg/L)

5

State

NY
(1998)

Notes:
NA – Not Available
[a] CTDEEP chronic aquatic life criteria taken from Table H-1 in CTDEEP and CTDOH (2012a).
[b] GLI V2.12 downloaded from http://www.epa.gov/gliclearinghouse/download_gli.htm.
[c] All criteria are Tier 2 values applicable to respective state territorial waters of the Great Lakes Basin.
[d] Mean of all chronic aquatic life criteria published in GLI V2.12.
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Table 3.2 Development of MADEP MCP Method 1 GW-3 Standards and Comparison to CTDEEP SWPC
Chemical
Name
Total Petroleum
Hydrocarbons (TPH)
C5-C8
Aliphatic
C9-C12
Aliphatic
C9-C18
Aliphatic
C19-C36
Aliphatic
C9-C10
Aromatic
C11-C22
Aromatic

Lowest
EcologicallyBased Criteria

Groundwater-toSurface Water
Dilution Factor

Groundwater
Attenuation
[b]
Factor

Target
Groundwater
[c]
Value
(µg/L)

GW-3
[d]
Standard
(µg/L)

CTDEEP
SWPC
[f]
(μg/L)

Ratio of GW-3
Standards to
CTDEEP SWPC

5,000

[e]

250

20

250

10

25

62,500

50,000

250

200

1,800

10

100

1,800,000

50,000

770

65

1,800

10

100

1,800,000

50,000

770

65

2,100

10

2.5

52,500

50,000

530

94

540

10

25

135,000

50,000

250

200

5

10

100

5,000

5,000

250

20

Notes:
[a] Toxicity values obtained from US EPA's AQUIRE database or alternative sources as detailed in the MADEP spreadsheets that can be downloaded from
http://www.mass.gov/dep/cleanup/laws/mcpsprds.zip.
[b] A factor of 2.5 is used if Koc value is <1,000; A factor of 25 is used if Koc value is ≥1,000 ‒ <100,000; a factor of 100 is used if Koc value is ≥100,000.
[c] Calculated using the following equation: Target GW Value (µg/L) = Lowest Ecologically-Based Criteria × groundwater-surface water dilution factor × groundwater attenuation
factor.
[d] Concentration adjusted to a ceiling of 50,000 μg/L if the target groundwater value is greater than 50,000 μg/L.
[e] Corresponds to the lowest of the EPH fractions (C9-C18 Aliphatic, C19-C36 Aliphatic, or C11-C22 Aromatic).
[f] CTDEEP surface water protection criteria as reported in Table 5 of CTDEEP and CTDOH (2012a) and Table 3 of CTDEEP and CTDOH (2012b).
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